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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

VOL. XXX, NO. 292

HARD FOU (ill

GAME T

the first game, in reserve. The bat
,
ting order follows.
Detroit D. . Jones, If., Bush ss,
Cobb rf., Crawford ct, Delehanty. 2b.,
Moriarty 3b., T. Jones, lb., Schmidt,
c, Summers p., Willetts, p., Works
P.

Pittsburg Byrne

3b

Clarke If., Wagner ss.,
Abstein lb., Wilson rf.,
Maddox

Leach
Miller

cf.,
2b.,

Gibson

c,

'

p.

YAH

PEN
FOR

MONDAY, OCTOBER

11, 1909

FIVE O'CLOCK

CRANE MAY

C.1

;

LOSE HIS

his train and arrived In Los Angeles
at 1 o'clock this afternoon, where
he was greeted by a reception com'
mlttee. The president drove through
the streets lined with flowers and
cheering crowds. Civil and Spanish
war veterans were banked on one
corner as was the entire population
on another. The president will be
the guest of his sister, Mrs. W. A.
Edwards, during his stay here.-

EDITION.

CONDEMNED
rIAN GETS

x

-

-

First Inning

Pittsburg Byrne neat out a hit to
first, but was caugnt between the
bases. Clark got to lirst ana went to

POST

MORSE

RESPITE

FEDERAL, ATTORNEYS
RETURN FROM SOUTH

second on loose fielding. Wagner sent
United States Attorney David J
FIFTEEN YEAR SENTENCE OF NEWLY APPOINTED
MINISTER
SANTOS ORTIZ
WILL NOT BE
a liner to Bush which was too hot to
and ah assistant federal proseLeahy
TO CHINA MAKES FATAL
PRESIDENT IS
AT
HANGED
SILVER
handle, scoring Leach and Clarke.
cutor, Herbert W. Clark, have relum
'
AFFIRMED
.BREAK
CITY
Wagner stole second and went to third
ed from a session of U. S. court in Las
on Schmidt's wild throw. Wagner then
'
Cruces, N. M.
scored on a wild pitch by Summers.
Besides the case of W. B. Green, who
1 11 T C D V C II E P
HEAVY HITTERS GET BUSY Miller walked, and went to third, when BRIEF RESPITE GRANTED CALLED TO WASHINGTON
pleaded guilty to having conspired to UUYtllNUK
on
'
Abstein singled. Miller scored
,
smuggle Chinese, being sentenced to
Wilson's hit past third and Gibson sin
Asso
in
one
the
year
by
penitentiary
FORTY DAYS ALLOWED FOR A P- SUMMONED BACK TO NATIONAL
FOR PITTSBURG, HANS WAGNER
HE DID NOT WANT AN EXECU
Manager Jen
gled, scoring Abstein.
ciate Justice Fran's W. Parker, was
CAPITAL ON EVE OF HIS '
TO
PEAL
U.
S.
SUPREME
WAS THE SHINING
to
relieve
in
TION WHILE TAFT WAS IN
Willetts
sent
nings then
that of C. F.'Grapengeter. The latter
COURT
DEPARTURE
i
STAR
Summers. Pittsburg scored five runs.
TERRITORY
defendant also entered a plea of:
'
Detroit Detroit was retired in one,
.
him
to
indictment
the
charging
guilty
two, three order.
.
with having committed perjury while
OCUTCIIfT
RECOUPS
TOO MUCH a
LOST FORTUNE HAS TALKED
THREE PITCHERS USED
Second Inning
witness in the case of the United MAI luMMl
.
States vs. Hank D. Maynard, the rail-Pittsburg After Leach and Clarke
a
4
11..
OF
STATE KNOX roau cunuuiHur, loimeny oi una cny CERTAIN
WILL BE
DETROIT SENT IN SUMMERS AT had been hit by pitched balls, Wag WHILE OUT ON BOND ACCUSED SECRETARY
EVIDENCE
Raton.
ner rorcea uiarice at seconu.
and
AROUSED.
MAN
OVER
HAS
PAID
OVER
NEWSPAPER
WILLETTS
THEN
WITH
THIS
START.
$5,000,000
LOOKED INTO
then scored on a double steal,
Grapengeter was sentenced by the
OF DEBTS
(NTERVIEWS
AND FINALLY WORKS
END IN VIEW
Leach going home and Wagner stealcourt to serve one year and one day in
the territorial penitentiary at Santa
ing second and third. This made six
runs
11.
and to pay a fine of $100 and the'
for
Fe
Oct.'
On
Pittsburg.
out
New
11.
the
Washington,
The U. S. cirYork, Oct.
Detroit, Mich., Oct 11. Victory in
(Special Dispatch)
failed to score again cuit court of
Detroit
of the prosecution.'
Detroit
However,
costs,
come
of
his
conference
with
Secre
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 11. Gover- the third game of the world's chamappeals today affirmed
commitment was suspended.
this inning.
a resplte of
the verdict of the federal court con- tary of State Philander C. Knox, now
pionship series was not assured to
Third Inning
The next term of United States court nor Cn today granted
Chas W.( Morse, to fifteen depends whether Chas. R. Crane Of
demning
convicted
Santos
to
one
month
Ortiz,
held
Roswell
in
Mexico
will
be
New
in
Pittsburg until the last Detroit batto
have
Pittsburg Willetts seemed
years' imprisonment at Atlanta, Ga. Chicago, will be minister to China or on the fourth
in the present of the murder of Jose Galvan, at
ter was in the ninth. A lead of five settled down, and not a man managed An
Monday
appeal will be . taken to the su- not. It is now known positively that
chita. Grant County, and sentenced
runs in the opening inning, when to reach first base.
court of the United States.
Crane was recalled from the Pacific
preme
Detroit Again this inning Detroit
in ' Jiotic rirtnhpi 1 Fth In the "1ail vard
was
bummers was knocked1 out of the
Morse
found guilty on 63 coast on the eve of sailing for China, WORK BEGINS THIS
was blanked with ease, Maddox pitch counts
of misapplying funds of the because of certain articles in the
box, seemed to assure the game to
WEEK ON DORMITORY at Silver City.
ing great ball.
National Bank of. North America, of Chicago Record-Heralfor
he
which
rallies
The visit of President Taft to New
by
but
desperate
Pittsburg,
Fourth Inning
which he was president. It was is held responsible. The articles ininthe
construction
of
on
on the day that Ortiz was to
Work
ninth
Mexico
the
and
seventh
Detroit in thev
Pittsburg Crawford made a great charged that Morse was engaged in dicate closely what the action of the
contract
new
the
'
handsome
dormitory,
Next
the
until
drive.
Bv,ffered
nave
doubt
the death penalty for
terrific
in
catch of Leach's
ings put the game
the manipulation of stock of the United States will be on two pending for the erection of which was
recently
runs.
No
i two
retired.
were
condemned man
looked
it
times
up
American Ice company, and borrowed treaties .between China and Japan let
last minute. Several
i
by the board of regents of the Nor- Detroit A brilliant catch by Clarke large sums from his bank to maintain and are
f Q f - WOllld lift batted
na tim,o-secure
his
to
respite, for the governor
to the mal university here, will be started
highly
.
objectionable
,
n
,
TW
t
by,
t ho mnnneed to 01 urawiorue wuS u
a pool of this stock. The government department of state. Crane
out of the box
was Smith & Mair, to whom the contract deemed it objectionable to signalize
from scoring. No runs.
troit
was
out.
was
$1,200,000
used
the
for
Wagner
this
closeted with Secretary Knox tin a was. awarded, on the 15th inst. A por- alleges
last
game
Fifth Inning
the day with a hanging, which the
v
purpose.
late hour last night. '.
Pittsburg's star with four singles in
adobe
former
of
Cochran
the
on
tion
first
Clarke
reached
newspapers would give prominence to
Pittsburg
five times at at. Bush led the at
Mcrse was released from the
on Main avenue will , ; be 0n the same page, probably, that
and
fumble.
building
Bush's
singled,
Wagner
four
with
Mattox
Tombs .Tune H.Mn $125,000 bail
tack on Pitcher
6n Abstains fly.
'
taken down,, Mr. and Mrs. C, P. Ham- - they, spoke of the president's visit '
SWEPT Bv :
hits. The last part of the game was Clarke went to third
.
since thai tlmeTias made $5,000,000
nccTDnrrmr'
u.T,
on
died
HURRICANE mond and family removing to the; There are also said to be certain
Wagner stole second, but both
and paid that much to his creditors.
played In a chilling downpour.
Whitmor property further down the mitigating circumstances In the case.
runs.
No
bases.
A leaden sky of damp air greeted
He has also regained a large portion
was retired this
Oct. 11. A destructive avenue.'
Detroit
Detroit
Havana,
These will be investigated and if
who
j
of
fans
gathered
of. his steamship Interests.
the thousands
hurricane struck this city today,
in order.
,
.found true, may lead to a commutato see the third game today. The DeThe court has granted a stay of
Sixth Inning
destroying shipping and trees. The INDIANS PASS UP A
tion of the death sentence to life im- troit team was given a great ovation
execution for forty days.
Morse
to
score.
failed
TIME HONORED CUSTOM prisonment, if Judge Frank W.
loss will be large.
property
Pittsburg
Pittsburg
as it emerged from its club house
surrendered
once
himself
at
upon
Detroit After Bush had singled
Oct. 11. For the first ker and District Attorney Wright
led by Manager Jennings. Summers
Cobb learning the verdict and his attorneys
and
Bush
both
one
with
out,
Moving Towards Florida
time
in
the Creek- Indians this concur.
years,
to
and Mullin warmed for Detroit. Sumtook
steps
carry his case to the
No runs.
second.
forced
Oct. 11. A destructive year have failed to put aside a part! All preparations for the execution
at
were
Washington,
mers is Jennings' choice for pitchers,
supreme court of the United States hurricane is
Seventh Inning
lorecasted by the weath- of their corn crop to send Chief had been made by Sheriff McGrath
but cold weather affected him as the
the for a final decision.
for
er, bureau over the Florida coast.
singled
Wagner
Pittsburg
Crazy Snake to Washington in the at Silver City. The ecaffold had been
game shows. . Mattox warmed up for
Interests
of his people. Rumors state erected and the list of twenty persons-Crazon
hero
of
4)
Page
(Continued
"AL" SMITH, A NOTED
Pittsburg, with Adams, the
Snake Is dead.
selected to witness the hanging.
SPORTING MAN, DEAD PHYSICIAN DISCOVERS
SUBSTITUTE FOR RADIUM
,
ivew xorK, uct. 11.
Ai" smith, a
New York, Oct. 11. Dr. R. p. Sher-be- r
noted prize fight referee and Sporting
has apparently been successful
died
the
at
man,
Gilsey house at mid
night. He was known by all the In his search for a cheap substitute
sporting men of the country' and for radium. He has found that
TO
charcoal possesses radiuni ac
handled millions as a stake holder
in
a
tivity
for prize fights and election bets.
high degree and his
bids fair to put the use of
One. of the boldest daylight rob- She telephoned for Chief of Police Ben
radium In medicine within the reach
That the Harvest carnival held on plays to the city for the Harvest carColes, who responded Immediately, and INDIAN MURDERER
beries that has been committed in this
of
all.
.
went
to
an examination
STILL AT LIBERTY
after
j
Jast at the National Guard nival, went to much trouble and exmaking
Saturday
city in years, took place between the work on the case.
to do so and that they 4 not
aromry had the effect of arousing great pense
in some instances, like thl' can
hours of 1 and' 3 o'clock yesterday
feel,
San Bernardino, Calif., Oct. 11.
PRESIDENT TAFT IN
Up to late this afternoon no clew
enthusiasm among the business men
afford to donate their exhibits.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
afternoon, when a thief entered the had been obtained as to the thief. Sheriff Ralphs is organizing another
of
Las Vegas, is strikingly evidenced
are
InM.
uncertain
whether
The
to
the
proposes that in suchf cases-thWillie
Mrs.
the
of
store
posse
capture
police
Boy,
book and stationery
the fact that in less than two
exhibits be purchased ouright,
Los Angeles,
11. President by
Oct.
Sixth street and Job was that of a professional sneak dian renegade, who is entrenched on
J. Woods, at 521
thief, or one of the several juvenile Bullion Mountain. The plan is to Taft, returning from his trip through hours Saturday afternoon, Robert E, In order to preserve Intact thentire
rifled the cash drawer of $50.
'
the Sierras, arrived here in his pri- Wilson, industrial agent for the Santa display made at the armory.
Miss Helen Woods was in charge of sneak thieves who have been operat-i- starve the murderer out.
Fe Railway company, raised, with the
late'.
is
said
It
of
in
that
the
Las
on
the
vate
car
ex
8
Ve;as
city
but
at
o'clock this
Mayflower,
the store yesterday morning,
assistance of Harrv W. Kellv. of hibit Is bettes. by far than
of the Woods LONE BANDIT. HOLDS
de- she
made
Yesterday's
His
an'
robbery
was
severe
train
"It
switched
a
morning.
headache,
of
ac;
Gross-Kellcompany, the sum of $500 at Albuquerque, and hence t1e keer
UP RAILWAY STATION to San Pedro Immediately; and he
k lock up for a few hours durjng store makes the third one in as many
ci?
In defraying the expense desire to ""send
to
in
cash
aid
the big San Miguel
th' afternoon and go home for a rest. years.
spent the morning inspecting' the of
the
putting
magnificent display of county display to Chicago, fhere it
A
Oct.
11.
Seattle
the
lone bandit last work of making it a deep sea harbor
It; as while she was absent from
etc., will be viewed by thousans upon,.
EVIDENCE DISPROVES
, nigtt held up the King street station and "the site of proposed coast forti agricultural products, minerals,
store that the robbery occurred.
on
at
exhibition
Land
and
the
Irrigathousands of visitors, and tbs be im
CHARGES
OF
GRAFT
of
the Great Northern railroad and ficatlons. Lieutenant C. T. Leeds
Entrance was effected by prying the
tion exposition to be held in Chicago mensely valuable in an
with
several
Its
sacks
of
off
avertising-washowed
the
store
over
escaped
hinges
: r door to the
gold
the works, next month.
president
to Las Vegas and SaD Miguel
and silver coin and a' quantity of After a drive through the streets of
Indianapolis, Oct. 11. Stuart
and springing it back far enough to
Mr. Kelly, on behalf of the Gross-Kell- county.
San Pedro, the president returned to
attorney for the department paper money.
allow- - the thief to Bqueeze through. A
company, started the subscripD. T. Hoskins, cashier If the San
hatchet used to cut kindling and which of justice, read portions of the testition with an even $100 and together Miguel National
of
Wm.
Nelson
Cromwell
bebank, whcls one of
was
mony
presswas lying in the back yard,
with Mr. Wilson visited but four the vice presidents of
theOry Farm
ed into service to force open the door, fore the senate Investigating commitother places of business, namely, the ing congress, Is in favorof
sendlnr
and the thief carried it into the store tee, at the hearing todaof Delevan
San Miguel National Bank, the First the exhibit to
Billings, Mflt, for diswith him, again using it to good ad- Smith and Chas. R. Williams, charged
National Bank, the Agua Pura com- play at tb,e congress viich meet
vantage in forcing open the cash draw- with criminal libel, growing out of
pany and the office of J. D. Hand. At there the last of this mon'v,and have
canal purchase. The
er- which was locked. A few well the Panama
each of these places they secured a it sent to
Chicago from tbX. HowL, cted blows from the hatchet testimony showed that Cromwell re
check for $100, making a total of $500. ever, it is not known
makceived
t whether
into
only legitimate attorney's fees
bits,
splintered the drawer
It was announced today that the sufficient money can De raised
and
of
that
the
were
charges
rest
the
grafting
easy.
it
to
ing
the stream within 500 feet beliw Charles Ilfeld company would
(Special Dispatch)
probably
the display at .oth expositThe money in the drawer was all in unfounded.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 11. Territorial the power house.
give $100.
ions.
t
caslu There vwere three ten dollar
The Carey act land board today re
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today apHowever, this money, will not suf
19 vegas exbjbitwill be in bills, two five dollar bills and the rest IMPARTIAL COMMITTEE
proved the application of Charles ceived plats and maps of the old Lake fice to pay all the expenses, and a
charge of H. B.
TO REVISE POLAR DATA
in sf Jer. A sight draft which haa
Springer, of Cimarron, for 95 second Urton project, which it bought at committee will likely make the rounds , the Bureau
of Immigratin, who will
been lid, was not taken by the thief,
feet of water from the Rio Hondo in cost from jthe reclamation service, of the stores either this afternoon or
aiso
have
11.
charge
0f exh jits from AlbOct
The
Nation
who t idently knew that it was valueWashington,
Taos county, to be utilized to develop which abandoned the project.
The tomorrow for the purpose of raising an uquerque-and
al Geographical society will Join with 50,000 horse power. The project calls board will ask for bids for the immeother
in the, terless. ,.
additional $200 or more, which will be ritory. There is no
'
however
the
was
American
nlito,on.
discovered
The robbery
Geographical society for an outlay of $200,000, and will in- diate construction of this project
by Misg
in packing the exhibits for to
sending a personal representative
Woods upon her return to the store and American museum of natural clude an earth dam forty feet high, which is to reclaim 60,000 acres along expended
shipment, and in buying gome of the to look after the exhibit and to answer
about 3 o'clock. As she went behind history in asking Dr. Ira Remsen, 115 feet iong at the top and thirty feet the Pecos river south of Fort Sumner.
displays.
an questions about
and there Is a
the counter she stumbled onto the cash president of the national academy oft long at 'the bottom It will be rip- - This project conflicts with the filings
A. Fleming, of movement on foot toit,
Secretary
George
have Secretarydrawer, lying bottomslde up,' with a science, to' appoint a commission to rapped with rock. The" approval Is made by A. A. Jones, of Las Vegas, for the. Commercial
club, stated to an Op Fleming pf the Commercial Club make
hatchet beside it. She realized at examine the data' of Explbrers Peary subject to prior rights, and to a pro- - the reclamation of a large area of the
this mornins, th"i , the trip as the
tic,
representative,
once that the store had been robbed. and Cook.
) vision that the water Is to be returned
Beck grant north of Fort Sumner.
some of the farmers who brought dis-- of this cftv nr. persons! representativeJ
'uiimj,
THIRDCONTESTOF THE WORLD'S
SERIES MOST EXCITING
YET PLAYED
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Miller as record clerk tn the office of between this city and Albuquerque.
Mechanical Superintendent Drury at This change in crews throws ConLa Junta, Colo.
ductor J.JW. Burks and Brakemen L.
Albert Curran registers at the Cen- Clevenger" and Vincent Rathburn into
RULING
AS TO
tral hotel here as a "brakey" from chain gang service first in, first out.
For the first time since the early
Newton, Kansas.
DAMAGE SUITS Fireman Vogal has reported for en- part of 1907, the railroads entering
gine 1612, having4een on the sick list Baltimore, especially those Having a
for several days.
large coal tonnage, are facing a car
JUDGE T. J. MAXEY, OF EL PASO,
Engineer C. P. Warner has report-HAND- famine. So serious has the situation
"
DOWN AN
TEXAS,
ed for duty on engine' 1604, after lay- - become in the Maryland mining region
that today the Baltimore & Ohio began
OPINION
lug off one trip.
Fireman R- - R. Green has been as- distributing coal cars on a percentage
signed engine 925, after having been basis.
off a couple of trips.
TRIAL AT
Engine No. 44, which has been haulJEADQIIARTERS
Fireman G. C. Palmer reported foj) ing division officials from this city
on engine 1603, having been off over the road on a bridge inspection
All Cases Brought Under the Employ duty
for a few trips, recuperating.
Urip, is one of the first engines owned
es' Personal Liability Act Must be
traffic
is
by the Santa Fe company, and is only
very
Passenger
getting
Filed In District Where Defendant
N. M., and used on special occasions in the souththrough
heavy
Vaughn,
Company or Corporation is Located. double service is
ern part of the territory, where larger
expected soon.
B. Heyden, a traveling ac- engines are not needed to move the
George
Judge J. T. Maxey, sitting as federal countant for the Santa Fe, is here traffic.
judge at El Paso, Texas, has made a
Alva V. Myers, a section foreman
again, with his wife, staying at the
most important ruling with reference New
"
for
the Santa Fe at Thatcher, a
to damage suits. The ruling is that . Optic D. M. Williams and Fireswitching station thirty miles east of
Engineer
all suits for damages brought under man Bell came in Jast
night with en- Trinidad, Colo., has brought a suit for
the employes' personal liability act of
926' from the Raton shops and. debt for $145 against the Santa Fe
gine
1908 must be brought in the district
Railroad company. Myers stated that
deadheaded back.
where the headquarters of the de
Judson Jordan, one of the Santa Fe $90 of the sum was Idvanced to the
fendant company or corporation are
train dispatchers at San Marelai, N. company for supplies. The remainder
located.
M., has gone to El Paso to remain of the charges is due him for wages.
This ruling will have an important there until located elsewhere. "
Conductor A. H. West is again at
bearing upon future litigation of this
T. C. Wright denies the soft im- the bell cord on a passenger train,
character, and will result in many peachment that he has resigned as going out on No. 1 yesterday afternoon.
suits being transferred from the fed bill clerk at the local
freight office, Conductor M. C. Deubler, who was
eral to the state and territorial courts. or has any such thought in mind.
collecting cash fares and punching
Judge Maxey, however, held that
If the rumors of the' building of a tickets in his stead, is again carrying
this does not apply to suits entered In double track from Albuquerque to the way bills and giving
balls on a
the state courts and transferred to coast prove true, there will not be freight train, which high
is familiarly
the federal courts.
many unemployed laborers in Arizona known In railroad parlance as a
In consequence of this, ruling non and New Mexico.
"drag."
suits are being taken In the railroad
C. N. Douglas, who is still employed
Up to noon yesterday, forty tickets
damage suits pending in the federal by the Agua Pura company of this had been'' sold at the Las Vegas stacourt in El Paso.
cars at Belen, N. M., tion to Albuquerque, on account of
city in
Three of these, aggregating $85,000, is
the
again. He leaves the reduced rates to the territorial
visiting
cityt
dishave been filed in the thirty-fourtfair. Harry Haskell, the day ticket
for the cut-of- f
tonight.
trict court at El Paso by railroad
Conductor R. F. Hays has returned clerk here, who came within a few of
employes against' railroad companies. to the ticket punch and the emergency guessing the exact number sold to the
The Buits are as follows: George C".
cord, relieving Conductor Harry" L. Duke city last fall, hazards the predicCound versus the Atchison, Topeka & Creswick, who is again in charge of tion that 125 tickets will be sold
to
Santa Fe, suit for $30,000 for personal a string of flats and box cars.
that city this week, all told.
El
versus
the
Jones
Injuries; Jake
Ora H. Miller, record clerk In the
Conductor D. E. Lynch and crew
Paso & Southwestern Railway comthe Nat Reiss Carnival train office of Mechanical Superintendent
brought
pany and the Dawson Railway com- of twelve box cars, two coaches and a Drury, left on No. 9
Wednesday for
pany, suit for $25,000 for personal in- sleeper to this city from Ratotn last San Bernardino, where he will go to
juries, and F. L. Everson versus the night, Conductor J. W. Burks and work In the Santa Fe shops at that
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, suit crew taking It to Albuquerque.
Mr.
point as a machinist apprentice.
for $30,000 for personal injuries.
Conductor A. H. West and Engineer Miller has been in ill health for some
All the defendants are residents of L. P.
Lyster were received into full time past, and physicians advised a
El Paso and are suing in the El Paso membership at the Methodist church change of climate as well as
a change
court, although none was injured in
the wife of fireman of occupation. La Junta Tribune.
yesterday,also
that state.
The Pennsylvania Railroad company
Joseph Sundt, by letter from her
Cound, the first plaintiff, avers that
at her old Illinois home.
announces that beginning November
pastor
he was formerly employed by the deA horse shoe stick pin set 'n dia- 7 a train will be run between New
fendant company as a brakeman, and monds, which was lost in the ladles' Torkand St. Louis on a
twenty-fou- r
while climbing a car at Las Vegas
room in the local passenger hour schedule, leaving New York at
waiting
in"New Mexico, he was permanently
depot yesterday afternoon or last 6.25 o'clock p. m. and arriving
which
jured by a defective hand-holnight, may be recovered by the In St. Louis at 5:25 the next day.
became loosened from its fastenings, owner at this office
by complying with Coming eastward the train will leave
allowing him to fall to the ground, a the usual formalities.
St. Louis at 6 o'clock p. m., and .ar
He sayB that he
. distance' of ten. feet.
Conductor George W. Tripp has fully rive in New' York at 7 o'clock the fol
is incapacitated from manual labor by recovered his health and his name lowing day.
reason of injuries to his back and once more
Round House Foreman kuhns. of
appears on the list of trainlimbs.
men ready for active duty. He has the Santa Fe at Vaughn, N.' M., has
Jake Jones, who is suing the El Paso been off the road for several weeks, been promoted to a more
responsible
Daw-.so.;,& Southwestern railroad and the
during which time he Attended the position at Clovis, and Vaughn regrets
railroad jointly, declares that on funeral of a brother.
very much to lose him. B. H. Johpson
February 9, 1909, while working on
an employe of the has been placed there to succeed Mr.
Stoneman,
Henry
the construction of a bridge at Daw- Santa Fe machine shops n Albuquer- Kuhns. Roadmaster OINeill has
son, New Mexico, he was thrown from que, who went there from Topeka
to accept a position with the
the structure by a train which back- for health reasons, three years ago, Rock Island railway, the Santa Fe thus
ed down upon the unfinished work, died in the latter city. He was thirty-- losing another good man at the new
demolishing the portion on which he five years old and is survived by a division point.
was working and throwing bJm to the wife and two small children.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
He
i ground, a distance of thirty feet
will be 5,000 extra electric Railroad company has dedicated
There
a
says that he has sustained lasting in- lights adorning the Alvarado hotel .In new $40,000 addition to its machine
juries to the extent of $25,000.
Albuquerque and station when the shops at Wellington, Kansas. Speeches
J. J. Heverson, in his suit against force of Santa Fe electricians have were made
by the president of the
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railcompleted the wiring of the buildings. Commercial club and the mayor and
as
while
working
road, says that
The plant at the shop supplies the responses by Santa Fe division of- switchman for 'the defendant company
power. This will be a feature of fair ficials, Including the general manager,
at La Junta, Colo., the poor oil used week in the Duke
C. W. Kouns. of Amarlllo. Texas . and
city.
by the company caused the light
W. O. Malone, night foreman of the the general superintendent, W. J. Par
it his lamp to go out and he was left G. H. shops in El Paso, Texas, entered ker, of La Junta, Colo.
in darkness on the top yof a cSr, and
a plea of guilty in the county court
Brakeman O'Neil, who has been con
wVile
trying to find his way fell from
'the car and was run down, losing his and was sentenced to serve thirty days fined in the Sierra county jail at
He was charged Hillsboro for some time on a com- riait arm and sustaining other in- - in the county Jail. some
brass pipe complalnt alleging that he shot and
with having stolen
his
estimates
He
incapacltaJunes.
them back to seriously wounded a Mexican who was
connections
taken
and
$30,000.
the foundry where they were made.
stealing a ride on a freight train, was
It is announced the western rail- taken before the justice of the peace
RALROAD NOTES
Freman C. L. Trainer has reported roads have decided to grant a rate of at Lake Valley a few days ago for ex
for uty, after having laid off one trip. a fare and a half for the round trip amination. O'Neil waived examination
Switchman L. C. Hazlett has been to Chicago for the convention of, the and gave bond in the sum of $500 for
off ity several days on account of United States land and irrigation ex- his appearance before the next grand
position, which is tc be held In the jury.
illnes.
Coliseum under the auspices of The
the
of
H.
Telephones aboard the trains is the
Rinsing,
Nljit Engineer
local witch engine, has laid off for a Tribune November 20 to December 4. latest innovation of the Katy branch
Conductor James Purcell and Brake-me- line running from Denison to Bon- coupltof nights.
W. A. Bridges and F. Morgan have ham. Texas. The call boxes of tne
C. J, Painter, of the bonus supervisor's office, has succeeded Ore H. been assigned to the local freight run system are situated in the corner of
the coach, and it is possible for the
conductor to call up the engineer ana
hold a conversation with him while
the train is in motion, as the line ex
tends into the cab of the engine. The
system was installed as an experiment
The isual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the neck, and it has proved to be a decided buc- ores an; ulcers on the body,, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak cess.
r
yes, aneneral poor health. The Inherited poison, transmitted through
J. Fred Anton this morning resumed
the bloorfpollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of its nutritive
qualities lis the circulation with scrofulous matter, which saps the vitality the arduous and responsible duties of
of the entw system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint, general yardmaster in Las Vegas railhave spem their childhood In constant physical suffering, and grown to road yard,
relieving A. D. Hazlett,
manhood womanhood handicapped by ill health and stunted growth,
and perhai later some disease of the bones dr joints developed. S. S. S., who becomes night yardmaster again.
given in leir early life, would have prevented thi3. It would have F. C. Devlne, who had been swinging
cleansed ail purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened a lantern at night in his place, is
their systole, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood
or womantfcd. S. S. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goes now foreman of the day switch en
down to til bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation of all gine. It is not necessary now for Mr.
scrofulous ratter. It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength Anton o wear regulation overalls, as
and health-liildin- g
qualities, and under the purifying effects of this great he did when an inspector of transpor
of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
remedy all snnptoms
In any form, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants, tation by freight and he will be in the
or persons of kny
age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice city all of the time, instead of most
T
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. of the time, though his headquarters
free. ;
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is one man in the United States who has perhaps heirtd

more women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
country. These secrets ere not secrets of guilt or shame, but
- 5
h
the secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
R. V. Pierce in the hope end expectation of advice and help.
That few of these women have been disappointed in their exper cent, of
pectations is proved by the fact that ninety-eigII women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
record would be remarkable if the
altogether cured. Such
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - million women, in e practice of over 40 years, it is phenomenal.
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, absolutely without
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as with- out fee, to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Prest.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
IVXeils-ofe- i

Weal Women Strong,
Siclt Women

were here In the position he has Just
vacated. George T. Criley, of the New
Optic hotel, late stenographer to A. H.
Jones, chief clerk to thf division superintendent here, has been named to succeed Mr. Anton, and William Benson,
of Oklahoma, has succeeded Mr. Criley
as stenographer.
A new name and a new trademark
have been adopted by the El Paso &
Southwestern system. In the future,
the official title of the lines included
in the Phelps-Dodgsystem will be
known collectively as "the Southwestern Route" and this name will appear
on all of the rolling stock, equipment
and advertising literature. The trade
mark design has also been changed
from the Indian head in profilij to' a
simple design consisting of a circle
with a bar, across the diameter upon
which appears the new name of the line.
"The Southwestern Route" and around
the circle is the name of the system.
The western railroads have decided-to
discontinue the practice-- , of
granting stopover privileges on limit
ed tickets where the stop-ove- r
at an
Intermediate point operates to extend
the limits of the ticket. This was de
cided at a meeting of the Western
Passenger association and becomes effective on January 1. Formal announcement of its adoption will not
be made, however, until the Southwestern and Transcontinental Passenger associations have had an oppor
tunity to pass upon the same proposi
tion. This ruling will not affect the
stopover privilege on summer tourist
tickets or other excursion tickets with
long limits, but passengers using ordi
nary tickets which are commonly limited to about twenty-fou- r
hours in ex
e

cess of the time required to travel the
distance for which the ticket is issued
will be obliged to purchase
local
tickets in order to stop oft at an intermediate point, at a slightly higher
rate of fare in many cases.
The traffic officials of the western
railroads are planning to bring about
the withdrawal of a regulation which
has been a part of their tariffs- for
several years, under which shipments
of manufactured goods returned to
the manufacturer by the retailer or
jobber on account of defects or failure
to sell, etc., are transported by the
f
railroads at
the usual rates.
It is said that many retailers have
taken advantage of the opportunity to
return shopworn and unsold goods at
the end of a season, and that the manufacturers have been willing to grant
the privilege, especially for good customers. Where goods have Deen sold
it is said to be practically
necessary for the manufacturer to allow the return. But it has grown to
such enormous proportions that the
railroads have decided to stop it.
one-hal-

v

7

v

there are now practically no cars
available to apply on the shortages of
connecting lines, as those roads holding surpluses prefer to keep their cars
for prospective loading.
The short;
ages consist mainly of coal cars in
the eastern states, and of box cars
in the western and southern states.
Well

Known Hotel Keeper Uses and
Recommends Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I take pleasure in saying that I
have kept Chamberlain's Colic, cnol-er- a
and Diarrhoea Remedy in my family medicine chest for about fifteen
years, and have always had 'satisfactory results from its use. I have administered to a' great many traveling
men who were suffering from troubles
for which it is recommended, and
have never failed to relieve them,"
says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky.
This remedy Is for sale by all dealers.
A man doesn't cut much fee around
home for about ten days after he Is

married.

Money Comes in Bunches
to A. A. Chlsholm. Of Trenrlwoll
M
Y., now. His reason Is well worth
reading: "For a long time J Buffered
from indigestion, torpid liver, consti-

pation, nervousness, and general debility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep,,
haa no appetite, nor ambftinn.
weaker every day in spite of all med
ical treatment. Tnen used Electric
Bitters. Twelve bottles' restored air
e
my
Vnw
health and vieor.
I can attend to business every day.
It's a wonderful medicine.'
Infallible for stomach, liver, kidneys, blood
and nerves. 50c at all druggists.

kv

old-tim-

A bumblebee in the bush la better
than two in the hand.

Both Boys Saved
Louis Boon, a leadln?
Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottlea
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely
cured my boy of a severe rmie-nnt
a neighbor's boy, who was so ill witha com mat tne doctors gave him up,
was curea oy taking Foley's Honey
The total number of surplus freight and Tar." Nnthlneelan in on eofa
cars in the United States, Canada and and certain In results. O. G. Schaefer
Mexico has been reduced to 53,388, ac- an1 Red Cross Drug Co.
cording to the fortnightly report of
There is no excuse for the man
the American Railway association.
This is a lower figure than has been who lies to a child.
reported for any period since the be'
Slightly Colder With Snow
ginning of the depression, in 1907,
When
you see that kind of a weathand is about 80,000 less than for a er forecast
you know that rheumatism
year ago. At the same time there are weather is at hand. Get ready for
local shortages of cars in various sec- it now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
tions, totaling 14,582 cars. Arthur Hale, Snow Liniment. Finest thing made
chairman of the committee on rela- for rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
sore and stiff joints and muscles, all
tions between railroads, says in his aches and
pains. 25c, 50c and $1.00
report that, owing to the narrow mar- a bottle. Sold by Center Block
gin of surplus cars on any one line.
Drug Co.
i-
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Women s Secrets

FAR REACHING

ft
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On-Piec-

e

Floor Space

Ladies
Dresses at

.

J

12.50, 14.50. 17.50, 22.50, $25.00
e
As the Season advances the
dress gains in popularity.
And this
is especially true of the Moyen-Ag- e
models. Neat, dressy and attractive,: though
radically ''different" from any previous style, they are meeting with the strongest
approval from ail:- No wardrobe will be complete this Fall unless it contains one
or more of these desirable garments
one-piec-

-

Ladies9 Tailored Suits
15.00, 17.50, 21.50, 23.50, $25.00

Our line of Ladies' Suits is unequaled in the Territory. All of the best mo-- "
dels in the more desirable shades at any price you desire, from $15 up to $75.

NO TWO ALIKE

ALTERATIONS FREE.

Ladies' Sweaters

h

Blankets and Comforts
are good things to have and the sooner
you get them the better the selection to
choose from. Prepare for cold weather
by making your purchases now.
v

v

s

Underwear

These early Fall days when it is too cool to go without a
wrap and to warm too wear a coat, a good Sweater strikes the
happy medium, giving the necessary warmth without being
burdensome. We have them in White, Cardinal and Oxford and
all desirable combinations,
to
long, at
$3.00 to $10.00.

Our Fall line of Underwear is one of
the best we have had,' including Ladies'
and Children's separate garments and
Union Suits in several different qualities.
Fit and service combined in every

Flannelette Kimonos
are 'very convenient garments. ' Warmth and comfort are two
qualities belonging especially to these garments. We have some
extremely pretty ones this Fall, made on entirely new lines. The
patterns and color combinations are unusually attractive and the
garments' are well made from the best velours.
Prices range from $1 50 to $4.50.

n

THE CURE FOR
SCROFULA

Feet ot

Misses and Children's
Dresses

i'

Most people now dress their children in
garments, because
it is much more convenient, just as economical and the garments have a '
e
much better style than the average
garments. We have an excellent line of Misses' and Children's dresses made in the newest styles from
such material as Percale, Gingham, Galetea, half wool and all wool Suitings,
ready-to-we-

ar

home-mad-

Cashmere and Serges. Any color you may wish in almost any style from the
plain little dress at 65c to the elaborately trimmed dress at $8.50.
These garments are well made from first class materials, tastefully trimmed; and are neat, stylish and serviceable. Sizes, from 3 to 14 years.

Dress Like Illustration,

'

made from the best quality Manchester Percale, trimmed in solid color percale,
full, plaited skirt, a very neat; serviceable little dress, only $1.50.

i
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NEW MEXICO FAIR

STOMACH DISTRESS

IS ENDED FOREVER

OPENS VITII RUSH
AT ALBUQUERQUE

NO REASON
FOR 'DOUBT

ROW AMONG THE
MORMON

Take your sour,

stom

ach or maybe you call It Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or catarrh
of stomach;
it doesn't matter

'

IN

COLONY

A

JJEW

MEXICO

STATEMENT OF FACTS BACK- ED BY A STRONG GUARANTEE

.

i

NEW MEXICO'S

Largest Wholesale House

We guarantee immediate and posi
THOUSANDS OF VISITORS FROM take your stomach trouble
INCORPORATED 1006
right with MRS. BRIGH AM YOUNG IN JAIL tive relief to all sufferers from coaOVER TERRITORY THRONG
you to your pharmacist and ask him
AT FARMINGTON IN DEFAULT
siipation. in every, case where our
case of Pape's Dia- to open a
DUKE CITY
WHOLESALE
OF PEACE BOND
remedy fails to do this we will sup
pepsin and let you eat one
Distr ibutmg Agents of
ply it free. That's a frank statement
triangule and see if within five minof facts, and we want you to subs
Jno. Deere
TAFT WILL BE THERE utes there is' left any trace pf your son-in-latantiate them at our risk.
IMPLEMENTS
former misery.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, ef
McCormio
The correct name for your trouble
fective,
dependable and safe bowel
Deerinfr
on
AwaitComing of President
Friday
Wife
of
Mormon
Ar
Founder's San
is food fermentation food souring;
an'd tonic,
Champion
regulator,
htrengthener
Exed With Great Interest Chief
MACHINERY
the digestive organs become weak,
rested Following a Threat to Com. that are eaten like candy. They re
ecutive Expected to Say Something there is lack of gastric juice; your
Moline
rr it Murder Her Ire Aroused Be establish
nature's functions in a
Studebaker
on Statehood Big Annual Show to food is only half digested, and you
cause Complaining Witness Eloped quiet, easy way. They do not cause
WAGONS VEHICLES
become affected with loss of appeany inconvenience, griping or nausea.
Last a Whole Week.
With
American
Daughter.
'
eatand
fullness after
tite, pressure
Elwood
They are so pleasant to take, and
nausea,
heartburn,
ing,
vomiting,
STOCK FENCE
work so easily, that they may bd
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 11. The
11. The
N.
Oct
M.,
Farmlngton,
Genuine Glidden
annual New Mexico fair griping in bowels, tenderness in the Mormons of northern New Mexico are taken by any one at any lime. They
twenty-nintBARB
WIRE
tone
the
which opened In Albuquerque today, pit of stomach, bad taste in mouth,
whole
up
thoroughly
system
greatly excited and indignant because
in
limbs,
pain
constipation,
sleepless
In
to
both
healthy activity. They have a
promises to set a new record
Mrs..Abbie S. Young, wife of Apostle
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA
ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
attendance and in exhibits. After a ness, belching of gas, billonsness or Brigham Young, one of the most most beneficial action upon the liver.
similar
other
symptoms.
many
Rexall
Orderlies
are
somewhat discouraging spring and
unsurpassable
If your appetite Is fickle, and noth prominent leaders and a son of Brig- and Ideal for the use of
early summer, the people of New Mex
children, old
or you belch gaa or if ham Young, the founder of that reli folks and,, delicate
ico, farmers, fruit growers, stockmen, ing tempts you,
persons. We can
is
locked
in
for
re
here
gion,
Jail
up
not too highly recommend them to all
have come out of the year with flying you feel bloated after eating, or your fusing to
give a peace bond of $300.
colors. Late rains have saved crops food lies like a lump of lead on your
sufferers from any form of constipaIncidentally Mrs. Young la accusand restored the range, tad things are stomach, you can make up your mind ed
tion
and its attendant evils. That's
by John Allen, her gentile
we back our faith in them with
looking up. Not only are the people that at the bottom of all this there is
why
with
his
is
who
kidnaping
bride,
our
of money back if they do
coming in withheir exhibits, but they but one cause fermentation of.
promise
the prisoner's daughter, and also with
food.
have money to spend and they are
not give ... entire satisfaction. Two
to
shoot
him
the
through
Prove to yourself, in five minutes threatening
coming to Albuquerque to be amused.
heart. Mrs. Young did not want Al- sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents, and 36 tab
The Duke city is well filled with that your stomach Is as good as len
for a
because he was lets zi cents. Kemember you can
visitors; exhibitors, horsemen, who any; that there Is nothing really not a Mormon and her dislike
for obtain Rexall Remedies in East Las
have entered for the races, baseball wrong. Stop this fermentation and be- him
IVI er-- o
increased a thousand fold when Vegas only at our store, The Rexall
teams, carnival shows and all the con- gin eating what you want without he Induced
Store. E. G. Murnhev.
to
her
daughter
elope
glomeration .that goes with the annual fear of discomfort and misery.
Men's, Boys' and Children Clothing a Specialty. , ,
with him from Fruitland to Farming- Almost Instant relief Is waiting for
New Mexico event
ton, where they were married by
a
or
now
is
made
of
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
4matter
This year's fair
especial you. it is merely
Justice of the Peace J. T. Fay.
Interest by the visit of President Taft, soon you take a little Diapepsln.
FOOTBALL
The trouble started July 24 when
who comes to Albuquerque on next
the
Mormons of thl3 county celebrat
Friday, October 15, his only stop In which are here from Fort Wingate. ed
the
anniversary of the advent of
will
invested
in
New Mexico. The president
speak The fair association has
inSaturday's Games
in the late afternoon from a stand one of the big leather spheres, and Brigham Young and his followers
0
to
At
now
what
is
Salt
Lake.
Allen
had
Pittsburg
University of Pitts- erected in the grounds of the Alvarado there is much interest In the game, f
been
0.
Miss
Marrietta
courting
college,
Young for months burg, 12;
hotel. There is room surrounding the
Navajo Indians will danoe on the
At Annapolis-Na- vy
12; Rutgers 3.
stand for 25,000 people, and it would streets at night; there will be all the and she returned his affection. They
(Incorporated)
to
At
Princeton
Princeton
were
3'; Ford-haand
mar
eloped
Farmlngton
west
barnumber
if
of
wild
the
be
that
features
show,
not
,
surprising
N
0.
,
should hear the president speak. He ring steer. roping, which is prohibited ried.
WHOLESALE
At
Scolded
WilMrs.
Harvard
8;
Cambridge
by
Young
to
occasion
all
of
this
to
in
and
New
the
take
is expected
Mexico,
by law
6.
liams
Allen
When
-his
and
bride
returned
andDoaioraln
tell the people. of New Mexico what customary carnival attractions will be
to
At
Fruitland
s
were
RochesSyracuse
17;
Syracuse
they
upbraided
by
are his views as regards statehood, present
WOOL, HIDES
and as a result his coming is awaited
The exhibits will cover fruit, grain Mrs. Young, who declared that her ter 0.
At Ithaca Cornell 16; Oberlin 6.
with keenest interest.
and live stock from all parts of the daughter had violated her religious
At New Haven Yale 36; Springdeco- territory and an extensive mineral ex vows and that she must leave her
The city Is beautifully
Homos
husband. Business called Allen from field Training 0.
rated. Thousands of incandescent hibit.
East
Las
N.M..
Vegas,
Albuquerque, N. M., Tuoumoarl,
his home for a few days, during
At West Point Army 117; Trinity
lights have been strung across the
During the fair the Masonic grand
Mm Mm,
Mm Mm,
Mm Mm,
Peoom,
0.
which
Mrs.
Logan,
time
induced
her
Young
Trinidad, Colorado
streets and over th fronts of build-- lodge of the territory, the Odd Fel
to
At
forsake
husband
dis-her
12
;
and
daughter
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
even
residence
the
Mexico
New
in
lows' grand lodge, the
ings, and
tricts the people are using electricity Cattlemen's association and several return to the parental roof. Warn West Virginia 0.
BAIN WAGONS, the Best Farm
At Ann Arbor University of Michi
Wagon made
- In their decorations.
The Commercial less important organizations will hold ing was sent toN Allen to keep away
RACINE-- S ATI LEY
from
the
0.
Case
home.
Scientific
3;
gan
Young
club made a large appropriation for their annual conventions.
Vehicles
CO.,
,
.:
A short time ago the deserted hus
At Providence Brown 10; Am
the decoration of its building, and the
Brigadier General Thomas, of the
NAVAJO BLANKETS
fair association is spending money department of Colorado, who has not band went to the Young" home in an herst 0.
At Andover Yale freshmen 113
lavishly so that the city may put its missed the New Mexico fair for sev- effort to see his wife and gej; her to
-While the presi-- i eral years.lis present, as are Governor return to him. He was met by the Phillips Andover 0.
fuiut took forward
'
brifle's mother, who ordered him
At Charfpalgn Kentucky 6; Illi
dent's visit here will be but for' six Curry anSAis staff.
1
from the premises and threatened to nois 0.
Y
an
time
deliver
will
in
that
he
hours,
shothim
Willies
At
Barre Carlisle Indians
through the heart if he
address, attend a banquet in his honor
. n n
a
repeated his visit.,
at which Governor. Curry of New Mex- COAL MINES RUSHED
,ooo lbs.,
more, each delivery, 20c oer 100
Allen
At
Lincoln
Nebraska 34; Knox
Sought Peace Bond
ico will be toastmaster and a reception
TO HLL CONTRACTS
Allen went before Justice Fay and
At ues Moines Drake 12; Alum
at the Commercial club.
asiiea tnat his mother-in-laDS" eacn
be put ni 0.
The amusement program for this
I"
30c
lbs
to
At
a
under
St.
50
Louis
200
Mrs.
bond.
peace
Drury college 8: St
lbs., each delivery, 40c per
Young
year's fair is extensive and presents
Trinidad, Cold., Oct. 11. It has been
lbs
Less
some innovations. In addition to the decided that inside cf the next three was summoned into court and Allen Louis university 3.
each delivery, oc perToo lbs! '
5o
At
and
man
another
swore
to
Lawrence, Kan. Oklahoma 0
hearing
regular racing program, for which or four months that BOO men will be
purses aggregating ?10,000 are offer-i'ed- , put to work in the development of the threat made and repeated. Mrs, Kansas 11.
(
At Omaha Crelghton 17: Moraine- there will be several cowboy relay the mines of the Wootton Land and xoung offered no defense and the
court
b.
asked
a
for
siae
horseraces
and
foot
bond.
A.
Indian
on
Col.
Harvesters, Stbrers and Distributors of Natural
Fuel
peace
Mrs,
of
which
races,
J.
company,
reiusea to give a At Granville De'nison 24; Muckin- purity and lasting: qualities of which have tnade
back, Roman, and hurdle races by cav- Owenby is the general manager and i uuus a
Las
famous. Office: 7fil nn.irrino
alrymen from the two troops ordered J. P. Morgan, the New York financier. peace bond and stated he would, ap- gum 0.
i
afuuCi
At Madison Madison
here from Fort Wingate as a special is probably the largest owner,
peai tne case to the district court
Law22;
escort to the president, and a full A new tipple has Just been complet juage Fay took the case under ad rence 0.
At Beloit Beloit 12; Oshkosh Nor
Marathon,, which will be absolutely ed at the Turner mine, one of the visement for several days and on
unique', in that all the contestants will Wootton properties, and a big tipple Thursday decided to overrule the mo mal 5.
he Indians. It would not be surprising and washer are being installed at the tion for an appeal and ordered that At Easton LaFayette 50; Hobart 0.
a bond be given.
if a new record were made in this Wootton.
At Gettysburg Buckness 11: Get
'
race.. The Navajos and Moqui are the
The Wootton coal mines are among
During the time the decision was tysburg 3.
fleetest of all southwestern Indians the richest in the district and with 600 in abeyance Mrs. Young was allowed
At Swarthmore Frankln and Mar- and are in constant training. Their men in the board veins the output to go on her own recognizance. When shall 5; Swarthmore 0.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
endurance is marvelous and several of will be immense. This company, she appeared in court Saturday her at
a.1 ocnenectaay
union 22; . Wor
these Indians are entered.
through J. P. Morgan, recently secured torney filed a new motion for an ap cester Polytechnic 6.
The first push ball game to be
tAd Sstdsrs
At Medford Colby 10; Tufts 0.
from the United States' government a peal, accompanied by an appeal bond.
In the southwest will be a daily contract to furnish a million tons of in which, had been interlined by him
At Hanover Darmouth 15: Bow.
"
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
attraction at the fair. The teams are coal for use of the navy on the Pa- the statement that during the time doin 0.
kinds
of
,JU1
Native
Products.
from the two companies of cavalry cine. This coal will be delivered at between now and the convening of
At Atlanta Tech 35;
Mooney 6.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses. '
A ColumblarMo. Missouri
San Francisco in graded tonnages per the district court next, month Mrs,
3: Kan
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicii
month covering a period of one year Young would not disturb the peace sas Agricultural 0.
H
ties.
of
Allen.
from the date of the first shipment.
At Cincinnati Cincinnati 22;
ulsn ivipiosives, jfuse and Caps.
This million ton order while looked
muse r ay again took the matter
0.
At Chicago Chicago 21; Indiana
upon as a big section, is really only under advisement for a time, but Sat
Headquarters In the Territory for
a trial order from the navy depart uraay refused the bond and the de
ment on the Pacific coast. The Woot fendant was placed in Jail. Mr. Youne
At Minneapolis
Quickly Cured.
Minnesota 18:
ton company secured this government is quite wealthy.
Ames 0.
contract against the united competi- At Denver Denver SI;
Wyoming 0.
Ption of the companies of this country What Shall We Have For
Dessert?
and Europe. This coal had been tried
Try JELL-O- , the dainty, appetizing.
The Best Plaster
out in carload lots by battleships on economical dessert Can be
A Piece Of flnnnpl riamnanml mIv.
prepared
, . , .
the Pacific, and proved itself to be ."0u.uuy simpiy add boiling water uauiDeriam s unlment and boundHiLU
on
HILL
Of MEXICAN MICLE SOAl
eminently satisfactory; it is privately and serve when cool. Flavored Just iu ine arretted parts is sunerlor to
wnen . troubled with
piaster,
understood here that the high quality right; sweetened Just
11
right; perfect lama uauB. ur pains in tne side or
Cpn always be depended upon.' of this coal is what secured the con in every way. a 10c package makes cnest give it a trial and you are certract over even lower bidders. Elec- enougn dessert for a large family. tain to be more than pleased with
tne
During the summer months children tricity is to be used for power through- All grocers sell it. Don't
relief which it afford
are subject to bowel disorders and should
accept sub- This prompt
liniment also relieves rheumatic
receive the most careful attention. - As out the mines. It is said the Morgan wiuich.
MMMMMMHn--- -.
complies with all pains and is certain to please any
soon as any unnatural looseness of the Interests, the controlling power, will rure Food Laws. 7 flavors: Lemon. one
from that disease. Sold
suffering
bowels is noticed Chamberlain's Colic, spend untold wealth in developing this Orange,
Raspberry, Strawberry, Choc by all dealers.
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy should be the richest coal
in the entire olate, Cherry, Peach.
property
Costs
but
25 cents a bottle, and
given.
'
A man's descriptive ability usually
it is eco-oto always keep a bottle southwest
know-wheYou
do
not
handy.
Sometimes It seems as if a woman goes lame when he attempts to de
it may
be needed, but when you do want it yon
Many a hot-ai- r
dispenser develops could love a man Just because he is scribe a woman's hat and gown.
"Want it badly. Get a bottle
today.
cold feet.
beneath contempt
x
If people with symptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kid
ney Remedy. This great remedy
stops the pain and the irregularities,
strengthens and builds up these organs and there is no danger, of
for all stomach troublesindigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the stomach, bad
Bright's disease or other serious dis
order. Do not disregard the early
i breath.sick beadache.torpid liver, biliousness and habitual constipation. Pleasant to take.
rwn o
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red
or u. u.
AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.
m
n
Cross Drug Co.
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very far below the surface it must of others like him scattered over the scoring D. Jones. Bush scored on
have seemed as If the destinies of each country, not many, to be sure, but a Crawford's out Delehanty flied out.
and every mile of railroad on the few, who have done great things in Detroit scored two runs this inning.
ESTABLISHES 1879.
American continent, were locked up in the railroad world daring the past The score
R. rf. isi.
PUBLISHED BY
the hands of these gentlemerf, "with the dozen S'earsy but who have not attract- Pittsburg '
..8 11! 2
A
.6' 11 8
The Optic Publishing Company most pf them; under the "tender mer ed much attention (to themselves In Detroit
cies of Mr. Harrlman. That the lat- the dolngofy them. Nor Bhould it be
Mattox and Gibson; Summers,
INOOBPORATKO
"
ter will occupy a place among the necessary to wait until they are dead
Works and Schmidt
Umpires
most
railroaders
all
of
marvelous
before their great works are spoken Johnstone and O'Laughlin.
i
M. M. PADGETT. ....... . . . . EDITOR
time is an Indisputable fact., Per- of.
haps such an one has never appeared
ESCAPED ASYLUM PATIENT
on the railroad horizon and never will
CAPTURED AND RETURNED
HARD
FOUGHT
GAME
Hill-iis
also of gigantic
again. Mr.
field
of
in
the
transportaproportions
.Entered at the Postoflice at Eat tion. But he and the late Harrlman
Harry Arnold, a clerk at the terri(Continued from Page I)
from
torial asylum here, returned
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
are not the only men by any manner
Aaton
in
matter.
afternoon,
having
yesterday,
was
of means who have done and are doing third time during the game, but
Castil
r a patient
named
Juan
charge
No
to
second.
out
steal
put
trying
distinguishing work in the rallroai
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
lo, who effected his escape Worn the
world. Their' methods are not as spec- runs.
Institution on the first day of the
two
for
Detroit
hit
baser
Delehanty
Dally.
tacular, but their results are just as
'
rer Year by Carrier
over Clarke's head for his third suc- present month. He was at work on
.87.00 large and Important.
Per Month by Carrier
65
This thought is suggested by the cessive hit during the game. He went the grounds and was not missed for
Per Week by Carrier
20 press reports of the other day which to third when Moriarty was safe on several hours from the large number
told that the directors ofthe Atchison, first on Miller's error and bad throw of patients employed. The unfortun'
Weekly
coun& Santa Fe Railway company to Absteln. Pittsburg began kicking ate man was caught in Union
une year
$2.00 Topeka
notified.
here
authorities
and
the
ty
to
his
in order to allow Mattox
get
Six Months
LOO had declared a 3 per cent
dividend on Its common stock. A bearings in hopes he would settle He was admitted to the institution
line or two was all that the newspapers down. T. Jones then singled, scoring from Silver City and was trying to
STANDS ON IT8 RECORD
Wil-letmake his way back there. He wangave to this item of news, but it Delehanty. Mclntyre, batting for
D. Jones bunted safe- dered aimlessly in the mountains sevout
is
struck
And
much
it
a
tells
story.
bigger
All this huh-bu- b
that has been raised a
tale of the ability of Edward Payson ty, filling the bases. Bush singled, eral days, subsisting on what he
In the territorial press over the wanton
was picked up.
Ripley as an administrator in railroad- scoring Moriarty and T. Jones. Cobb could get, before he
and malicious attack made by Collier s ing. When he took up the presidency then singled to center, scoring D.
MEETING I
"Weekly on the integrity of the New of the. Santa Fe, not so many years Jones and sending Bush to second. JOLLIFICATION
De-CLUB
COMMERCIAL
!
QF
Mexico supreme court, Is, we believe ago, the company had just emerged Crawford popped out to Abstein.
runs
scored
trolt
four,
this
Inning.
Its
froimthe
throes of a receivership.
entirely uncalled for. Its discussion
The Commercial club will hold its
Eighth Inning
and exploitation at this time will only stockholders were almost utter strangannual
meeting at the club rooms toPittsburg Works sent into the box
It wider publicity and thus fur ers to dividends. What a change has
morrow night at which time offi
a
brief
decade?
Mr.
first
in
ball
the
Abstein
for
hit
Detroit.
wrought
Ripley
ther redound to the Injury of the ter
cers and directors for the ensuing
not to mention the free adver Under his guidance the Santa Fe has pitched into the centerfield crowd for
will be selected. Following the
to
immense
No
year
of
a
prodied
on
third.
two
but
system
grown
bases,
Using it will give Collier's Weekly.
business session, a smoker
In
roadbed
and
runs.
regular
equipment
portions.
The Oatic agrees with Chief Justice
will
held
and the meeting will rebe
railroad
with
of
on
the
is
had
it
Detroit Aftejj Moriarty
a par
any
walked,
W. J. Mills, who, when asked for
of the the next two men up were retired and solve Itself into sort of a jollification
western
section
in
the
systems
etatement on the editorial published In
in celebration of the roseate outlook
the weekly magazine in question, said country and superior to most of them.a Detroit failed to scorer.
to
for the growth and prosperity of Las
has
From
Ninth
it
jumped
bankruptcy
Inning
"I do not think any comment Is
which makes its securities
Leach Vegas during the coming year. A
singled.
Byrne
prosperity,
Pittsburg
necessary upon the article published
Into the left field quartette will furnish music and at
in Collier's of the third inst., further eagerly sought after by investors who drove a
want certain remunerative returns in crowd, sending Byrne to third. Byrne the close of the evening a Dutch
than to say that legislatures make the
lunch will be the order. A full atlaw and the courts interpret it. The the way of dividends. There has been
no plays Cobb.
no beating of the
a heavy rain tendance of the club members is urgthis
At
juncture
supreme court of the territory is will
to the gallery, no wrecking of other began and the game was being played ed by Secretary Geo. A. Fleming.
lng to stand upon its record."
railroad property to accomplish these in such a downpour as to make it
Judge Mills could not have put his most desirable and rather wonderful
difficult to see either the ball or the
Nicolas T. Cordova, jr., and Miss
views more succinctly. It shows that
ends.
of Aurelia Abeytia, the pretty daughter of
fourth
hit
his
got
Wagner
players.
the supreme court of this territory
Mr. Ripley has worked along in a the game, scoring Leach.
Wagner Pilar Abeytia, were married at the
and the judges who comprise it have
steady way, so quietly aud so stole second. Cobb then made a cir- west side Catholic church Jhis mornquiet,
to
fear
from
nothing
irresponsible steadily, In fact, that the puiilic, as a cus catch of Miller's
long fly, turning ing, leaving for Albuquerque this
Journals like Collier's Weekly.
rule, has not been aware of 'vhat he a somersault and coming up with the afternoon on their wedding trip.
has been doing. But his maguiliceut ball. Pittsburg scored two runs this The bride is a popular young lady of
THE RAILROADE
achievements are apparent on every inning.
the West side and has sung in the
hand wherever a Santa Fe train runs
Detroit Mullln batted for Works, parish church choir most acceptably
For a long time past about the only and wherever a block of Santa Fe but struck out. D. Jones was safe at for a number of years. The groom is
men in the railroad world who have stock is held. The Santa Fe system first when Abstein
dropped Wagner's employed in the business establish- attracted public attention have been of today is an enduring monument to throw. Bush beat out an Infield bunt, jment of Charles Greenclay, and is a
.Tame3 J. Hill and the late E. H.
the capability of Its president as a advancing D. Jones. Cobb hit into the young man who is well liked in the
To the folks who do not go railroader. And there are a number right field bleachers for two bases, community.
'

Wil-lett-

Do you have trouble in the morning "getting npl"
We have a Clock that rings for
fifteen minutes "later Mittently."
You just simply have to "get up" or
go crazy. Let us show you oue,

i

1

V'

'

j

two-bagg-

1

'

i'l

We have Clocks that cost you less,
but don't ring as long. Price, $1.00.
for one

They are all guaranteed
- ?i
year:,
Remember onr 10 per cent
count for cash.
R.

J,

dis-

This City Is

Clocks

Jeweler and Optician,

TAUPERT,

Expert Watch Repairing.

S. F. Watch

Inspector.

606

Douglas Ave. A. T.

A

Good One, to Come To.

&

OUR ANNUAL GUESTS WILL FIND

semi-annu-

J

.4&

Price, ?1.75

r

IT SO.

folks
We folks who stay, are glad to see you

who come.

Taichert's Store extends a cordial welcome

to annual visitors.

Taichert's Store at Lit

Saturday, Oct. 9, '09--The
coin Are. next to WeIl$Fargo
Express Co., is one of the
Leading Retail Establishments
of Las Vegas. Occupies a sw
preme position in the Cloth''
ing field. And is a point of
interest that no visitor should
miss,

V AX'

Special Harvest Carnival Offer

tom-tom-

Suits pure worsteds
hand tailored latest models.

" f

$14.50

i

'
I!

r

Har-rima-

Shoes, if not satisfac-

tory cheerfully your

mo-

ney back.

2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5.00
Neckwear, Hats and Shirts

'

iSs

'

'

tv'Fall Appareling and press Neejds for Women
;

t.

,

Hosts of New Thoughts for Autumnal
Weaav

Vv

J

'

'"tN'V

1

S

The new goods have arrived and are delighting the early shoppers with their
fresh, radiant beauty. Garments and dress fabrics alike, reflect all that Dame Fashion
from her gilded throne has shown upon.
Every department in this Store effervesces with life and color from thissuperb
showing of magnificent Fall Merchandise. Needs for both Maid and Matron.

I1

VI.

Fashion lovers find here the newest thoughts
in smart Suits, enchanting coats, bewitching
weaves in dress goods, aristocratic silks,
swagger tailored skirts, comfortable underwear in figure, conforming styles, and all the
little accessories and notions which women
are continually needing.
,

.

Attractive as is this Autumnal showing it appeals 'not alone to the eye but to
the purse. We have priced the new things most alluringly. So much, so in fact that
economical folk are purchasing their needs now.

Suits for Women and Misses' at prices ranging
from $15 to $50 and
from $12.50 to
$35 afford a showing which will suit every choice
and every need.
!?
1 -p- iece-dresses
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Trustworthy
;

'

methods daring' the
many years of oar
dealings hafe proven
the wisdom of trad-in- g
with' us. While
working for a busi- ness we have been
working for a repu- tation: we have gain- ed it and it will be
upheld." Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we gua-

'

i

;

:

,

rantee that.

fINTERS
.

DRUG

CO.

Telephone Main 3

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
L. C. Leonard la around from Chicago again.
R. A. Hickey Is a New Yorker at the

'Castaneda today.
F. T. Bobbins is here from Lax,
Vis., for relaxation.
C. G. Letz arrived in town from
Chicago last evening.
F. Fursh came to the city from
.
Adair, Iowa, last night.
F. R. Wigeby came to town from
Albuquerque yesterday.
S. U. Swlnk Is at the Rawlins house
from Rocky Ford, Colo!
Adolfo Baca left today for Albuquerque to take in the fair.
C. W.- Portner came to town from
Shoemaker last evening.
F. Gregory visits the City of the
Meadows again from Boston, Mass.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham returned last
evening from Colfax county points.
Theodore Halnlen is a visitor to
town today from his Beulah ranch.
Candy" Jones is In the city today
rom Denver, calling on the trade In
is line.
R. K. Jamison and party, of Kansas
ity, took dinner at Hotel Castaneda
sterday.
Dr. G. W. Harrison was ticketed to
'
llbuquerque from Denver on No 7
,st evening.
W. A. and J. D. Van Houten have
ben in the city today from the Shoemaker ranch.
George P. Davison was the only ar
ial in ' the city yesterday from
Louisville, Ky.
Jlrs. Frank Fjair, daughter of Mrs.
K. B. Stoneroad, and the wife of a
-

,

:

TEVER has' the
VI demand for

I

X

it

lace

been as great as

is right now.
And never has

it been

so necessary that women
realize that the only safe
way to wash laces is with
Ivory Soap and lukewarm water.
'
Why Ivory Soap?

Be-caus- eit

contains. no
"free" alkali; no

color-

ing matter; no adulter- -'
ant of any kind. '

Ivory Soap
Cent.
994i$o

Per

Pure

prominent Attorney of Merced, Cal,
is In the city the
guest of her mother and sisters.
N. Segura has been here on business today from his ranch. and home
at Penasco Blanco.- f
L. J, Ellis and J. H. Stahl are
among the Denver men of business
who visit town today.
Mrs. Charley Palmer departed yesterday afternoon for Oklahoma City
on a visit to her parents there.
Mrs. N. Fetterman is in town from
the, Mora valley1 ranch today looking
after her property Interests here.
Mrs. K. K. Roark has arrived at
the Plaza hotel and sanitarium from
Brunette, La, to spend the winter.
Attorney George II. Hunker is ac
companted to Salisbury, Mo., on a bus
iness trip, by Mrs. Hunker and i.he
baby.
J. G. FItzslmmons is at the New
Optic from Trinidad; F. A. Robinson
from La Junta; J. R. Stewart from
Raton.
Miss Laura Nelson returned home
Saturday evening from, Dprsey, at
which place she has given up her
school.
S. A. Clements who had been visiting friends , at the Plaza hotel
here, has returned to his home in
Denver.
Miss May Young and Miss Katie
Trahey departed this afternoon for
the fair In Albuquerque, thence going
'
to El Paso.
t
Frank Johnson, . a banker at the
town of San Marclal, N. M, has been
the guest of A A. Jones and family
in this city.
Juan R. Martinez, who is employed
at the Murphey drug store, has gone
to see the sights at the territorial fair
in Albuquerque.
Miss Lucia Baca, daughter of Val-eriBaca, left tor Albuquerque yesterday afternoon, in company with
Mrs, Felipe Baca.
F. H. Pierce, secretary and manager
of the Agua Pura ompany, has gone
to Denver on a business trip that will
occupy several, days.
J. W. Harrison, manager of th
Gross-Kell- y
branch store at Pecos, arrived in the city yesterday on a bus'
ness visit to his firm.
W. A. Glvens departed last night
for Albuquerque to be in attendance
at the sessions of the I. O. O. F. grand
lodge in that city this week.
Mrs. D. W. Wean returned home
last evening from Valmora ranch
where she had been employed In
nursing patients back to health.
Merejildo Chavez, who turns an
honest tienny by driving a transfer
wagon, has joined the throng and
gone to Albuquerque for a few days.
an
D. T. Hosklns, cashier of the
Miguel National bank, has been attending another meeting of the terri
torial penitentiary board In Santa Fe.
Mrs. T. G. Farnham returned to
Wagon Mound this afternoon, with
several Dremiums which had been
awarded her at the harvest carnival
here.
Chief Justice Wm. J. Mills and
Stenographer W. E. Gortner came
home from the Raton court Saturday
evening and returned there yesterday
afternoon.
E. L. Fugate, of Raton, president of
the territorial board of embalmers,
left this city yesterday afternoon for
Albuquerque, where the body will be
in session all week.
A. A. Meloney, a local plasterer, who
Is completing a big contract or two in
Santa Fe, spent the Sabbath with his
family in this city, returning to the
Capital city last night
J. H. Simpson and wife register
from Chicago at the Eldorado hotel;
J. W. Harrison from Pecos, Christ
Shelter from South Bend, Ind.; S. L.
Fisher and wife from Mineral Hill.
H. G. Coors, Jr., who Is succeeding
admirably In the practice of law In
Clovls, N.'.M.t and who considers the
o

THESE COOL

NIGHTS

r

4
Stoves, Heaters
SHOEING

A

BIG LINE

:

and
''

Your fire is never
OUt!

y

hat full of coal
in a Colfe's Hot Blast burns all night, and in the
morninglinstead of building the fire, shivering in a
Chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,
you ope a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm up
A

nicely.
We nrtt only say this. TVe guarantee it, and j
oar word Is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft 0041 heaters in America.

BE SURE to see our line before pur
chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set ud
Stoves bought from us.

big size,
Silkolene COM$3.50.
worth
FORT,
for the 85c Double Cotton,
Blankets.
$1.00 Heavy

10--

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
prospects of that place brighter than
any other in all New Mexico, is here
on a business trip and a short visit
to his parents and other relatives.
J. W. Raynols, superintedent of the
territorial penitentiary, was In town
between trains yesterday.
Thomas L. Johnsen has gone to Albuquerque to attend a meeting of territorial funeral directors.
Col. John Tucker, of the Tucker
real estate agency at Clovls, N. M.,
is here today with many good things
to say about that future great
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lehmann went to
'
Albuquerque yesterday, he In the
capacity of a delegate from Las Vegas
lodge No. 4 to. the I. O. O. F. grand
lodge which meets there this week.
Fred W. Browne, of Chicago, a land
dealer who has handled many thousand acres of mesa lands, will depart
for his home and office in Chicago tonight, after a brief business visit
'
'
here.
Dr. Wm. Porter MilU'W. 0. Wood
and James R. Lowe went to Albu
querque yesterday to attend a great
council of the Improved Order of Red
Men, the .latter being accompanied by
his wife.
Mrs. E. V. Long has gone to South
Bend, Ind., on a visit to her daugh
ter, ,Mrs; Bert Olney. She will like
ly spend some time in Warsaw and
other cities in northern Indiana while
on the trip.
Charles Trambley, a clerk for Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld at his hardware store,
reached home Saturday evening by the
northern route from the Seattle exposition, visiting at several different
places on the way back.
W. P. Morley, W. A. Wright, Ed
Mascher, William Marlam and John
Kllnkerman arrived at Hotel La Pen
sion from Las Animas, Colo., yester
day; H. B. Jones and wife, Peoria, 111.;
J. S. Goldsmith, Denver.
B. S. Harrison, a land dealer of
Waterloo, Iowa, who had been spend
ing several days In the city, left for
home yesterday, but not before having made known his intention to re
turn here in the no distant future.
Capt. Felipe Lopez, who Is In charge
of the territorial convicts' camp In
Dog canyon, out from Watrous, visited his family in this city last week,

Y5

'r:

I

hard coal, wood,

slack, lignite or cods and we
guarantee it against any heater,
size for size, at twice or three times
its price.

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

"

v..

''.

'

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OFFICE WITH '

San
departing for his post of duty yester
day afternoon. There are at present
only eight convicts employed on the
scenic highway in that vicinity, but it
Is likely that the number will soon be
considerably increased.
Mrs. J. W. Lewis, who was success
ful in being awarded several prizes
at the harvest carnival here, returned to her home in Wagon Mound this
afternoon, accompanied by her little
daughter.
Earle Hoke, the West side banker,
returned yesterday from a visit to
his parents in Pennsylvania. His
wife accompanied him on the trip, but
where
stopped off at Trinidad,
she will visit friends several days.
Mrs. J. M. Leseney, wife of the pas
senger conductor, returned fliome
yesterday from the farm of 1,090
acres near Fall River, Kansas, where
she and her husband are erecting a
seven room house which will be supplied with all the modern convenienc
es. The farm lies in an oil district
that promises to amount to something
in the very near future.
O. C. Watson, of Pueblo, Colo., man
ager for the Mutual Life Insurance
company of New York, in Colorado
and rJe'w Mexico, was in the city be
tween trains today renewing acquaint
ances, acompanied by H. 0. Snyder,
superintendent of agents, and S. W.
Townsend, assistant superintendent
of agents, also of Pueblo. This trio
of hustling insurance men resumed
their trip to Albuquerque this afternoon, where they will attend a gen
eral meeting of the New- - Mexico
agents of this company, which will
be held there this week.
,

OIL PROMOTER HERE
ON LAND BUYING TRIP

Senator John Overfleld has been in
town from Independence,'. Kansas,
where he is general manager of the
Cudahy Oil company. He Is also
president of a company that is operating a string of alfalfa mills in the
state of Colorado, notably In the vicin
ity of Swink, and his peopla are n
the market for 5,000 acres of alfalfa
land. They desire it In a body and
will purchase It outright.
Mr. Overfleld had been vUitlng G
H. Rhodes and family In Albuquerque,
accompanied by Mrs. Overfleld ani
little daughter, who will remain In the
Duke city during the territorial fair.
'

NAMES NEW MEXICANS
FOR SOUTHERN TRIP

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11. Governor
Curry today appointed the following
delegates to the fourth annual con
vention of the
Deep
Waterway association at New Orleans,
on October
which
will be attended by President Taft:
T. B. Catron, Santa Fe; W. A. Fleming
JonesLas Cruces; Francis Trac?
Tobin, of Philadelphia.
Lakes-to-the-Gu- lf

'0

"

0

Miguel Na.tiored Bank.

s

t

Madame

Mace, clairvoyant,

astrolo-gis- t

burning the GAS
half of soft coal

MEANS

MORE BEDDING
We have a fine large line of
Comforts and Blankets AT RIGHT PRICES

-

Will You let us Show You?

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON

L

623 Douglas Ave.
and butchers $7.407.75; light $7.20
7.60; pigs $5.006.50.
Sheep 10,000 weak, muttons $4.00
St. Louis Wool
5.00; lambs $5.006.75; range wethSt. Louis, Oct. 11. Wool firm, ter ers and
yearlings 4.23g5.40; range
ritory western mediums 2328; fine ewes $2.904.80.
mediums 2224; fine 1319.
Chicago Provisions
'
New York Lead
Chicago, Oct. 11. Wheat, December.
New York, Oct. 11. Lead quiet, $1.03
Corn,
May, $1.04
December, 58. Oats,
copper dull, standard October, 59
$4.304.37
December 39 4 ; May, 41
spot, $12.2512.50; sliver, 61
'
Pork,
October,
$23.00;
January,
$18.52
Lard, October, $21.07 2
Money and Stocks
ew xorK, uct. 11. mme paper 12.10; November, $11.77
Ribs, Oc4
call money 4
Mexican tober, $11.25; January, $9.70.
dollars 43; Amalgamated 79
Atchison 120
N. Y. Cent 135; NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CONSou. Pacific 128; Union Pacific 202;
CERN
(
Steel 86
steel pref. 126 718,
Notice is hereby given that the part- -

MARKETREPORTS.

1--

1-- 4;

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

3--

3--

1--

-CUOQU AO tillS
"
day dissolved by mutual consent
Nicolas Belino will continue all busi
ness, pay all claims against the firm
and collect all accounts due it; Claude
L. Wensell retiring from said partner
ship.
Dated September 28th, 1909. '
,
;.
CLAUDE L. WENSELL,
14

Chicago Stock Market
Oct 11. Cattle 26,000
Chicago,
Texas
steady, beeves
steers $4.005.25; western steers
?4.007.25; stockers and feeders
?3.105.25; cows and heifers $2.20;
calves
Hogs 21,000 steady, mixed $7.-48.10; heavy ?7.358.15; rough $7.35
7.55; good choice heavy $7.55
8.15; pigs $5.757.00; bulk sales $7.60

NICOLAS BELINO.
All Aboard for Harvey's!

'

Carriage goes out Saturday mornSheep 40,000 weak to 10 lower, na ing, returns following Friday. Leave
tive $2.504.85; western $2.754.90; orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
yearlings $4.405.40; lambs, native Trading Co's.
$4.257.00; western $4.507.00.
8.00.

Kansas City Stock Market
Kansas City, Oct 11. Cattle 2000,,
Including 1500 southerns, steady to
10 higher, native steers V 50 8.50;
southern steers $3.254.75; southern
cows $2.503.80; native cows and
heifers $2.255.50; stockers and feeders $3.005.00; bulls i$2.503.75;
calves $3.758.00; , western steers
$3.756.75; western cows $2.754.50.
Hogs 11,000 steady, bulk sales $7.30
7.75; heavy $7.607.80;
packers

Fresh Fish
Just in from
California
Star Meat Market
Phone Vegas 450

,

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROMPURE DISTILLED WATER
2, 000

,

PRICES

:

lbs or more each delivery

1,000 to 2,000 lbs,
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

"
V

CRYSTAL ICE CO
'

-

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

oer hundred

.

'

,

McGulre & Webb

Phone Main 227

A. H. Reingrueber Browing Co.
of Las Vegas.

and pshychometrist, gives readings
daily at 717 5th street Development
circles will be held - for next twjo
months. Astral colors magnetized ' a
w We are now making the finest! beer in the
specialty. Lessons In astrology :'and
Southwest.
hypnosis.
Evenings by appointment
'
home, industry and telephone
only. Phone Vegas 159.
orders
tens
for either
joar
-

Draft

COLDER WEATHER

1--

-

Sho-To-p

0

reg-alarl-

invites accounts from both women and men. By putting your
money here you not alone avoid the temptation of spending
it, but set it to work earning interest for you.

ociocn yesterday morning. He
had been l'in Las Vegas two months,
coming here
from Marinette, 111.,
where he had been practlcising den
tistry for the past seevral years. The
deceased is survived by a wife and
young son, also one brother. The
brother reached here yesterday and
will take the remains td Sterling for
- ' '
burial.

Take note that this heater burns

Douglas Avenue.

0'

Dr.' A. G. Sturtz, of Sterling, 111., died
at ;Stj: Anthony's sanitarium here at

SlO.Up

F. J. GEHRING,
8

More women than men save
They know the comfort of having a nest egg for
rainy day.

than men in many cases.

$0 0000000000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0?

Only at

one-ha- lf

516-51-

WOMEN ARB WISER

Cotton

4

Blankets, all colors.

Cole's Hot Blast

,

:

9-- 4

65c for the

B.

,

hand-knotte-

50c

O.

.;

'

$2.48 for an

gurantee a saving in fuel of a third.
a conservative guarantee. You really save
td 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
,y
r,': .',
usin? this stove.
Blast, with the name Cole's on the
In fact, pur guarantee on Cole's Hot; Blast is. feed door. .
..':"''
(Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Joal, Wood or Cobs.
We

This is

M

"

0.'

SURPLUS

50,000.00 0
0
T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F.
0
JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
0
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
0

Blankets and Comforts
in great array

the most sweeping statement vcr
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stave dealers.
Let us show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

goft coal,

of Eas Vegas

O
,

from $1.50 up.

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST
'

0
0 CAPITAL PAiO IM
0
0 gioo.ooo.oo
0
J.
CUNNINGHAM, President.
0
FRANK SPRINGER, Viet President.
0

0

Base-Burne- rs

-

That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.

IBankl

Remind an that it is now time
0"
i
to get ready tor winter.

.

!

Telephone your news items to The
Optic, Phone Main 2.

1

bottle beer.

,

,

PHONE MAIN 67

'

Boost

keg' of

SIX

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC..

MONDAY, OCTOBER

NEW

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

-

ina hundred ways and,in ONE of Them at Least,

5

Cents a Line

20 Cents Per Line By Week

TO-DA- YI

50 Cents Per

Line By Montis"

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.

Quick Action
if la what every advertiser wants
.f for his money. He gets It from

ff
f

15he Bankers

R.eserve
Life Company

Optic

MEXICO

NEWS

USJE

W. A. Bagly of Chicago, has taken
up a claim near Levy, and has already
started improvements. He Is build-

ADVERTISE - THE OPTIC
First Insertion

11, 1909

ing a house and barn, fencing the
place and will start in this fall to get
ready for a big crop next year.
E. F. Hardwlck of Rosweil, who
owns considerable real estate in and
around Artesia, has let the contract
for a fifty room hotel in the latter
town. The hotel will be the largest
ass well as the fluent
equipped, in the
entire Pecos Valley.
The board of regents of the New
Mexico Military institute "has award
ed the contract to Lyon & Axtell of Ros
weil to build, the new academy hall
which will take the place of Lea hall,
destroyed by Are last month. Their
bid was $46,000.
The heating and
lighting contract, yet to be let, will
put the total cost above $50,000.
While out hunting near Socorro
Emil Katzenstein
accidentally shot
himself through the left hand, tearing
away the flesh from the outside of
the palm and severing the tendons
of two fingers. It Jooked as though
it might be necessary to amputate
about half the hand, but Doctor Par-vi- s
united the tendons and now
thinks he will be able to save all the
'
fingers. The wound is doing well.
C.
Mrs.
and
T.
Capt.
Brown of Sd-corro, nave just received the an- nouncementsof the birth of a girt
baby to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Tuschka,
or Monterey,
Mexico. The nrmid
father Is remembered as a boy and
young man in Socorro. He graduated
at the School of Mines a good many
years ago and has since for several
years been connected with a large
smelting company operating in Mex

1.
If

Want Ads

f
f
f
f

f

f
f

f

Help Wanted, Etc.

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

- THE'

'

'

BOSS BREAD

.

..,
Has No

;

--

-

A, m
r

(

Always Good
Equal
HandlecVBy All Dealers

..1

4

H. C. Kelley, Manager

7'

For Rent

2

4

,

t

.

Agents Wanted

-

J

cough-racked-

Salesmen Wanted

IVSPMA

For Sale

All

Real

Estate

-

Is Always
for Sale
f

...

'

Miscellaneous

Optic
Want Ad

Columns

J.

.

M

'fit

Burro mountains twelve mfles southNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
west of Silver City, the largest cop(Not Coal Land)
Omaha, Nebraska, V, 8.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
per property in New Mexico, and desLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M Sept
;
tined, mining experts say, to be one 20, 1909,
,
'
1909.
.
are
Neb.,
of
Lindsay,
8,
June,
certain money getThey
the world's great producers. The
Notice is hereby given that Jose R,
ters. They bring quick and
deal is said to have involved between Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel counTHE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CD.
ty, N. M., who, on February 5, 1903,
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000.
satisfactory returns. Advertis.
made Homestead Entry No. 7423-fo- r
Omaha, Nebr.
ers say so the checking sheet
The officers and 'members of Albu- E 2 SE 4 ot Section
10 and E 2
proves it Try one today and
of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
querque council No. 641, Knights of NE
Kindly continue my Policy Nfl. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
be convinced.
Columbus, are busily engaged In mak Range 23 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
has tiled notice of intention to make
ing preparations for the exemplifica- final five
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
year proof, to esablish claim
of
tion of the first degree on a class
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
to the land above described, before
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
candidates on Thursday evening, Oc Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court comwritten.
tober 21. The degree team, which missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
of November, 1909.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assesswill exemplify the degree, are now the 16th daynames
Claimant
a3 witnesses:
ment I have.
rehearsing their various parts and it Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar,
Joseph H. Engelka.
is expected that the work will be put Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno Ro
manner. mero, all of Gonzales, N. M.
on in a very satisfactory
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
ANY LADY can easily make irom
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ico.
Heretofore It has been the custom of
118.00 to J25.00 per week working
Register.
Rates
a
and
For
Information
under
&
J.
Koshland
Write
council,
special
for me quietly in her own home
Co., of Boston bought Albuquerque
from Chas Schleter at Clayton 300 dispensation, to exemplify the three
locality. This Is a bonafide offer-- one
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
which will pay you to investiof wool and from Chris Otto, degrees at one time, the work being
pounds
(Not Coal Land)
gate, even If you can only spare two
200,000 pounds. , M. Herzstein & Co., put on during fair week. The counDepartment of the Interior, U. S.f
hours per day. No investment reOffice at Santa Fe, N. M., Septi
New Mexico aud Arizona
of that place bought the Juan and Ni- cil, however, has grown to such pro- Land.
quired. Turn your spare time into
20 1909.
j
Pioneer Building'
East Lai. Vegas, N. M.
money. Write me at once for particucolas Vigil clip, 45,000 pounds. The portions that It is necessary to exemNotice is hereby given that Ascen
lars. Address Harriet M. Richards,
Knla-mnf Hnnvglaa San
Sinn
price paid is private.. The wool pro- plify the degrees one at a time.
Box 30, Woman's building, Joliet,
county, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,1
duct is one of Union county's main
Illinois.
made Homestead Entry No. 7451, foil
How to Cure a Cold
resources for revenue, which has for
W
SW 4 of Section 11 and N 2
FOREST FIRES AT
will
as
Be
as
careful
WANTED Table boarders at 712
can,
you
you
the past several years been great,
or section 14, Twp. 17 North!
and when you nw
take
cold,
occasionally
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112. FOR RENT Furnished front bed
and which this year is not an excep- do,
23 East, N. M. P., Meridian
Range
reliabila
of
known
medicine
get
MINIMUM
THIS VE4R tion to
leals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
has filed notice of Intention to make!
bath. 608
room, electric light,
any extent
ity, one that has an established repu- final five
year proof, to establish!
Main avenue.
a
to
effect
is
certain
and
tation
G. L. Krigg arrived at Elkins,
that
a
claim to the land above described, bej
WANTED To rent a typewriter, UnCham
is
a
medicine
cure.
Such
little town north of Rosweil, last Fri- quick
(San Francisco Chronicle)
fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
derwood preferred. Address Optic FOR. RENT Finely furnished room,
Cough
Remedy. - It, has
Will C. Barnes, grazing 'inspector day night, having come from Stanton, berlain'sa world
at Las Vegas, N. M., on
commissioner,
its
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Genwide
gained
reputation bycom the 16th day of Isovember,
1909.
of
the
tleman
United
States
to
Forest
most
on
only.
locate
Service
claim
five
Inquire
this
of
cures
Optic.
his
Texas,
remarkable
.MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
j
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
debe
can
arrived
mon
at the St. Francis from the miles west of Elkins. It was a rainy
always
ailment, and
Short time
required; graduates FOR RENT Upright Steinway piano.
B. Medina, Benigno Romero,
Jose
on
nature's
acts
Sierra National Forest, where he has night' and he stopped two miles out pended upon. IK
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler BarSalazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
508 Main avenue.
the lungs, aids expector- Julian
ber college, Los Angeles.
been looking over the government es at the claim of Paul Maton, who with plan, relieves the
secretions and aids aa of Gonzales, N. M.
opens
ation,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
his family was away temporarily. nature in restoring the system to a
,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms tablishment there.
Register.
all
sale
For
condition.
"The
charred
remains
by
were
his
fires
has
forest
damage
Saturday
healthy
by
614
for light housekeeping.
Twelfth
dealers.
of
found
Maton
been
reduced
to
in
a
ashes
the
the
almost
home
minimum,
Street
When a man can't ven raise a
and we expect to Improve upon the It Is supposed he set fire to his bed
NORTH POLE discovered by Amerishould he attempt to operate
more
a
family
thief
world
The
respects
cans. Cook's own story and Peary's FOR RENT Two or three light house present conditions every year," said with"' a cigarette, as he was an inan airship?
Know
'
and
beat
a
dead
you
than
Of thrilling
interest.
"
expedition.
.
keeping rooms. Apply 920 Gallinas Barnes. "The damage this year was veterate smoker. He leaves a wife what it thinks of a thief.
Outfit free.
Going like wildfire.
and
children
at
less
Stanton.'
than
and
no
were
there
avenue.
last,
big
It's A Top Notch Doer
Big terms. Act quick. Zlegler Co.,
A party of government surveyors
fires. The fire in the Yosemite was
267 Fourth street Philadelphia.
Great deeds compel regard. The
Frightful Fate Averted
'T wnnlrl
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping not a serious one. We hope the day are working on the Mora grant, tryhave been a crionle ior wprld crowns its doers. That's why
rooms for ten dollars, 717 5th.
WANTED at' once, reliable represenof the serious forest fire is about ing to locate the corners. Although life, from a terrible cut on my knee the American people have crowned
tatives In ihla vicinity to look after
over.
they haveeen engaged In the work cap," writes Frank Dlsberry, Kemj Dr. King's New Discovery, the king
renewals and new subscriptions, part FOR RENT Store room, No. 618
Bucklen's Arnica of throat and lung remedies. Every
"The lumbermen and stockmen, who several days,, nothing has been dis- her, Minn., "without
or whole time, for the fastest grow
soon cured me." lnran-ibl- e atom Is a health force. It kills germs,
which
Salve,
Sixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker. heretofore took no
interest In pro covered. The boundaries of the grant
ing magazine in America. Liberal
for wounds, cuts and bruises, it and colds and la grippe vanish. It
',
the
membranes and
now the best liave always been in doubt, and now soon cures burns, scalds, old sores, heals
are
forests,
tecting
salary and commissions. Live men
1
and women make $35 to $150 a
Hamlet
friends of the government. The cam- that the country nearby is being set bolls, skin eruptions.. World's best for coughing stops. Sore, inflamed bron
month. Appointments now being had melancholy, probably caused by
chial tubes and lungs are cured and j
tled up by homesteaders, the gov- piles. 25c at all druggists.
made. Write immediately to Direct an Inactive liver. A bad liver makes pers and tourists are being educated,
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More, J
ernment
is
trying to establish the
or of Circulation, Hampton's Maga one, cross and irritable, causes mem-ta- l too, and with our service of constantBlack Jack, N. C- - writes "It cured me
necesman
Isn't
No, Cordelia, a
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
zine, 6 West 35th street, New York
and physical depression and may ly growing efficiency, we believe that lines of the grant in order that there
City.
result disastrously. Ballard a Herblne we have the situation pretty well in may be no conflicts between the sarily a cannibal because he eats by all doctors." 50c, $1.00. Trial
bottle free. Guaranteed by all drugis acknowledged to be the perfect liv hand. We are improving! our tele- grant people and the settlers. Those lobsters.
gists.
er regulator. If you're blue and out
in the party are F. R. Ervlen, and
of sorts, get a bottle today. A posi phone and lookout service all of the
C.
R.
Hecker.
The secret of a man's success gentive cure for bilious headache, consti time, however.
TRAVELING MEN are earning from pation, chills and fever and all liver
After making' a brave fight for more
"The policy of the government Is
lies In his ability to keep it a
erally
our complaints. Sold by Center Block not, as some
$5 to $10 per day carrying
suppose, to crowd the than, two weeks, Joseph Walsh, son of
secret.
line.
ad
side
For
Co.
particulars
pocket
stockmen, but to give them more Mr. and Mrs. Luke Walsh of Albu' dress 20th Century Mfg. Co., 1303 Depot Drug
"Having taken your wonderful "Oasearets" for
We may open several new querque, died in the Santa Fe hos- three
months and being entirely cured of stomach
More Than Enough Is Too Much s
Wells street, Chicago.
There are lots of sensible women scope.
Catarrh and dyspepsia, I think a word of praise I
at
In
soon.
California
pital
We
want
"Oascarets''for their wonderful composition,
Topeka,
Kans.,'
to
ranges
To
maintain health, a mature man
Saturday.
rem ed lea
taken numerous other
SALESMAN WANTED Covering ter in the world, but as a matter of fact to make all of the concessions we can Death resulted from a fracture of the tue without
avail aud I find that Caseareta relieve or woman needs just enough food to
seem
don't
to
1
more
a
to
make
a
in
hit with to
day than all the others have taken repair the waste and supply energy
carry the they
ritory of New Mexico,
id in a year."
them, and we are particularly an- vertebrae, which the young man sus- iron
James McQune, 108 Mercer St., Jersey City, N. J. and body heat. The habitual constrongest, most complete souvenir the average man.
in
tained
a
football
to
xious
at
the
a
little stockmen
give
practice game
postcard line, as side line. Holiday
sumption of more food than Is necescards sell rapidly now. Chance to
show. It Is the policy of the govern- St. Mary's college, St. Mary's Kans.,
sary for these purposes Is the prime
Chann
For
Skin
.
make big money. Address Gartner
cause of stomach troubles, rheumatment to extend the ranges of the lit- three weeks ago. It was apparent
& Bender, Dept S., Chicago.
Chapped skin whether on the hands tle
ism and disorders of the kidneys. If
from
the
first
a
that
was
the
than
those
,1nen
rather
of
thn
pnr.
injury
or face may be cured in one night by
troubled with indigestion, revise your
and'
serious
one
and
the young man
big holders. The gov very
applying Champerlaln's Salve. It is al- porations
diet, let reason and not appetite con- -'
so unequaled for sore nipples, burns ernment has put a number of new was removed to Topeka and placed in
trol and take a few doses of Chamberand calds. For sale by all dealers.
lain's Stomach and Liver iTablets
trails through the reserves this year the Santa Fe hospital, under the care
and you will soon be all right again.
of Chief Surgeon J. P. Raster.
FOR SALE A splendid family horse,
for the benefit of the stockmen."
.
For sale by all dealers.
A
G.
for
harness.
F.
Mr.
and
N.
snap
Manuel
Fritz,
Oneonta,
Y.,
buggy
Aragon, a prominent' merBarnes tells an interesting story of
auick sale. Can be seen at Clay & writes: "My little girl was greatly
chant of Lincoln, Lincoln county, of Pleasant, Palatable,
Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
Fever Sicken, W eaken or Gripe, 10c, 2&c, 60c. Never
Havens' stable, Twelfth street, for a benefited by taking Foley's Orlno Lax- the lookout on the top of Mt Shuteye
The reason we talk so much about
old in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped COG
the
firm
of
who
Aragon
sea
feet
Brothers,
above
10,500
Is
and
I
remwho
think
sits
few days only.
the best
it
level,
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
ative,
the weather is we hate other
have
people
extensive
N.Y.
or
Interests
59s
in Lincoln
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago
edy for constipation and liver trou- with powerful glasses throughout the
ior aomg it.
FOR SALE Tent house, fixed with ble." Foley's Orlno Laxative Is mild, summer,
was
ANNUAL
BOXES
TEN
MILLION
in
Rosweil
county,
SALE,
on
week
last
for
comfires and
looking
feed room and stall for horse or pleasant and effective, and cures ha
important business in regard to buy
,
cow. Inquire 800 National.
bitual constipation. O. G. Schaefer municating with the men below , by
Cold Weather Advfc
Wood
and water have to ing a ranch from James W. Stock-ard-,
telephone.
to all is to beware of
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never and Red Cross Drug Co.
coiighs and
manager and owner of the Ros
colds on the chest; as
be carried to him, and his cabin Is
neglected they
used: blankets and comfortables
weil
Automobile
lead
to
readily
fastened to a pinnacle of rock by huge
company. This ranch
(consump712 Fifth street
tion ' or other pneumonia,
One
pulmonary troubles.
Iron pins driven into the granite. He property Is located fifty miles north
as
Just
soon
as the couglt appears
of the
never leaves his post for an hour un west "of Rosweil and is seven miles
FOR SALE Stamping done and art
treat it with Ballard's Horehound
Sy'
fInvestand
lour
Aramiles
beet
Mr.
712
wide.
long
Fifth
til
snow
first
materials.
the
needlework
rup, the standard cure of America.
flies,
I
went
to
Use as directed perfectly
Lincoln from Las Vegas
ments to be found
Mr. Barnes will be remembered as gon
street.
harmless,,
A cure and
fin the city of Las Vegas f '
a former secretary of the New Mexico many years ago and bettered his conpreventive for toll diseas
es
or
tne
and
horse
Rood
a
Price
WANT
von
60c and
254,
lungs.
tp
today Is an Optic want ad. It
Cattle Sanitary board in Las Vegas. dition in life greajtlyiby making the
U.0O per bottle. Sold
by Cefater Block
buggy, something particularly good, f will bring you results. Whether
moVe,
Depot Drug Co.
at a mice that will appeal to you,
you want to sell something
Never Worry
Judge Norman W. Halre of HoughCall at Clay & Havens' stable, where
or buy something, you about a cough there's no need of ton, Michigan, and J. E. Saint, of Althe rig can be seen.
The average servant girl is out for
worry if you will treat It at its first buquerque, who have returned to the
can't lose. Only
the
dust till she starts to clean
all
of
d
appearance with Ballard's Horehound Duke
a little trou-roll SALE Legal blanks
If the owner can get his
City, from Silver City,
room.
having
will
It
once
the
at
Syrup.
!
stop
recor
cough
ble to try tscrtptlon. Notary
and put your lungs and throat back completed the incorporation of the
price. Sometimes owners
at the Optic office.
this
Into perfectly healthy condition. Sold big
v, n. a.mger, tne JeweleK 1060
Copper
Mugus
company,
are forced to sell. You'll
Vir-by Center Block Depot Drug Co. v
brought with them the news of the
sellluuianapous, itod., writes:
find good buying and
biggest mining deal in the history of
troible
tC.r I could,7eu rromwalW
kney
ing opportunities'' in the
Money comes in handy when we New Mexico, closed
Foley's Hpney and Tar clears the
hardly
a hundred
this
By
Friday.
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
the Irritation in find it difficult to get our hands on
air
passages,
stops
transaction Phelps, Dodge & Company
STAMPING done for art embroid the throat soothes the inflamed mem
Remedy cleared my comblexion, curof New York, owners of the greatest
ed my backache and the
err. New designs for .holidays, branes, and the most obstinate cough it
Irregularities
712 Fifth street
disappeared, and I can nL attend to
disappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs
copper producing mines in southern
business
FoFall
and!
are
colds
and
and
the
are healed
every day
strengthened,
quickly cured by
Arizona and owners ot the El Paso
recommend
Re ley's Honey and Tar, the grer.t throat &
oieys Kidney Remedy to all sufferSHAMPOOING, electric scalp massag- cold Is expelled from the system.
Southwestern
become
railroad,
as
It
ers,
cured me aftef the doctors
treat- fuse any but the genuine in the yel and lung remedy. The genuine coning or mechano therapeutic
the owners of the Burro Mountain
ouu uuuer remedies nai failed." O.
ments. Call on Mrs. Dr. Grlest low package. O. G. Schaefer and Red tains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schaeu.
Scnaefer and Red C: ss Diug Co.
fer and Red Cross Drug. Co.
Cross Drug Co.
Mining company's properties in the
Phone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street.

li. H. BOBISON, President

f
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THE LOBBY
THE

BEST

Short Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

AND BUSINESS

ANOTHER

ABSQKBLbTS

HANDLED
"Does an automobile help you to
forget your troubles?"
"Yes," answered Mr. Chuggins,
"
thoughtfully; "my, other troubles
Washington Star.

DIRECTORY
PHYSICIAN8

LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
M.
Regular com

THE REMAINING

CAFE

RESTAURANT-AN-

In September she'll ruefully scan'
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
The glass and courageously try
munication first and
To get rid of the freckles and tan
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
Of which she was proud in July.
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
a ! n .y
Exchange.
Main 1.

;

'

invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, WVM., Chas,
H. iSporleder, Secretary.

Calls answered day or night

!'I suppose you have a wife and
children," sneered the heartless
eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
man.
NO.
COMMANDERY
2,
VEGAS
LAS
DENTIST
"Great Scott, no!" answered" Plod
s
Knights Templar. Regular
If I had, don't you
Pete.
ding
Has
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
I'd be home makln' 'em work?"
s'pose
and
office
residence.
at
JL.
phones
' each month at Masonic
Washington Star.
John S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
F.
R.
DENTIST
LORD,
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
She ( in a motor car) What vs
'to Dr. B. M. Williams.) the matter?
(Successor
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
He Oh, nothing.
Masons.
Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
, al Arch
She Then why did you stop the
' convocation fir.st
4.
3
and
'Leader.
Phone
Rooms
In
Monday
'
machine
and crawl under it?
67.
.
Main
each month at Masonic
He I saw one of my creditors com
R.
M.
m.
7:30
d.
Temple,
ing. Boston Transcript.
ATTORNEYS
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
Spor.cder, Secretary.
The Doctor Nonsense! Yon have
GEORGE H. HUNKER
n't
got a cancer; Booze Is what ails
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
you! You must stop drinking at once!
The Souse Gee! Is it thfit seri
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
meet every Monday
Mejdco.
ous? . Why, doctor, I thought it was
evening in Castle
some simple thing that could be helpHall, Visiting Knights
ed
are cordially invited.
by an operation. Cleveland Lead
GEORGE E. MORRISON
I. P. HAVENS,
er. ' ' '

V

.

333

.IMS

-

.

Chancellor CommandCivil Engineer and Surveyor
er.
'.
C.Td. BERNHARb,
Keeper of Record and Office: Wheeler Bide. E. Las Vegas.
Seal.
BADDY LODGE NO. 7J, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C.

Secretary. Visiting
cordially invited.

members

REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
s meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month afr the I. 0.
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard. v. G.; Mrs.
Adelene
T.. F. Dailey, Secretary;
S 'v
Smith. Secretary.
P. O. E, MEETS SECOND AND
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. W.
W
D.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Condon, secretary.

EASTERN STAR, REGULAR COM- second and fourth
munlcation
month.
, Thursday tfevenings of each
All visiting brothers and sisters are
'
'
A.
cordially. Invited, Mrs. Sarah
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
Seelinger, secretary.

it

VtllAa

Thorb-hill- .

.

B.

I LAa

oAWIA KUaA

ai in
J1U
IU

The Las

nf

J

makes the round trip between
Las Vegas, and Santa Rosa three
times a week, Mondays, Wed- nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
store at 7 a. m., visits both post
-- offices and leaves Winters' drag
store on the West side for Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters'
drug stores.
The round trip fare is $11; one 4
way $6. Each passenger la al- - 4
lowed to carry not to exceed 25' 4
4 pounds of baggage. Express pack- - 4
4 ages are also handled and can be
left at either of the drug stores 4
mentioned.
4

f

Bed-Roc-

k

their hall in

west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome, f Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.

ft

KNIGHTS OF

COLUMBUS,

1.

meets second and
"Mile. Mischief"
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, PioVinnese operettes how seem to be
neer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton, the rage in America. At the time of
the "Merry Widow" craze, the Shub-ert- s
G. K.;. 'E. P. Mackel, F. S.
brought out "Mile. Mischief,"
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD which is said to be one of the most
Tuesday evenings each month, at tuneful and logical comedies that has
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- been adapted to the American stage
ing brothers are cordially invited. in many years.
John Thornhill, president; E. C.
Corinne, long identified with musiWard, secretary.
cal productions, is being starred In
the piece, and, with a company of
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL eighty-five- ,
will be seen at the DunBrotherhood haU every second and can
house,
Tuesday October
opera
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth 26th.
run. Visiting brothers always welThe plot Is most amusing and for
David
come to the wigwam.
a musical comedy interesting. RosH.
Davis,
Waite
Flint, sachem;
1 chief of records and collector of ette, a capricious model, wagers her
sweetheart, Claire, an artist, that she
wampum.
can enter the local barracks and rehours withB. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541., main there twenty-fou- r
do
to
WedHow
detection.
out
this, howMeets
first
O.
B.
B.
I.
every
mocrucial
At
Is
a
the
vestr
month
in
the
the
ever,
of
puzzle.
nesday
son
foolish
the
Freddie
Meline,
Dougment,
room of Temple Monteflore,
las avenue and Ninth street. VIsiU of a rich manufacturer, , comes to
Ing brothers are cordially invited. Claire's studio. Rosette steals the
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi papers of Meline as well as , his
pocket-book- ,
dons the clothes of anJ. B. Raisin, secretary.
other mala pupil and presents herself
before the recruiting sergeant. She
succeeds in fooling the officer, and
is, told the first thing a recruit must
do is to take, under the direction of
a lieutenant, at least a dozen hot and
cold baths every day. Meline's fathwhite-haireold
er, a
flirt, who also tries to make love to
Rosette, Is a, secondary complication,
which Is added to by many others:
likewise a dashing lieutenant, falls in
love with the fair young recruit
when, in order to save her reputation,
she confides to him her sex. Claire
:

hen-pecke-

an

what

was

rock," he continued, "we'd burn red
fire and send up rockets."
"But wouldn't that be a rather unusual time to celebrate, captain?"
asked the towheaded youth with the
bulldog pipe. Lippincott's.
When the physician arrived at the
designated house he found that his
patient was a decrepit negro, who sat
up in bed and inquired:
"How much yo' charge, doctah?"
"Two dollars a visit, which includes
my time, experience, advice and medicine."
,
"A poor old coon like me don't
need" all dem extras. Just gib me 30
cents wo'th ,o'i yo' cough med'eine,
and dat's enough fo me." Judge
The depot of ' Meridian, Tex., is
about a mile from the business part
of the town. One night a sleepy,
weary traveling man said 'to the darkey who was driving him to the hotel':

OF PRIZE WINNERS
Appended Is the remaining list of
prize winners .at the Harvest carnival
held last Saturday at the National
Guard armory, and which was the
biggest and best display of farm' pro-

WOMAN
CURED

ducts ever held in the history of Las
Even home people, who are
supposed to know what is going on
around here, were surprised at the
flue display of products of all kinds,
E.
prospective settlers brought
here by the several land companies,
ere astonished.
Gardiner, Maine. "I have been a I The heretofore unpublished prize
sufferer from organic troubles Tinners follow:
great
in.i ,.i i j,niimi.i"'.-- w
anda severe female
Mineral Display
weakness.
The
doctor said I would
mineral water, blue rib- Peter
Roth,
have to go to the
on.
hospital for an
operation, but I ' Joe Matt, best display of copper
could not bear to ore.
think of
I de- D.
Castellano, best display of gold
cided to try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Veg- and silver ore, first' prize; Hermit
etable Compound
and Sanative Wash Mining and Development Co., second
and was entirely prize.
'
i
'ii iImmm,.
tnii
cured after three
Joe Matt, best display of coal.
months' use of them." Mrs. S. A.
Chas H.
best display of
Williams, B. F. D. No. 14, Box 89, all classes Sporleder,
of
first prize:
minerals,
Me.
n
uaroiner,
No woman should submit to a surgl. El Porvenir Copper Mining Co., seJ
cal operation, which may mean death, cond prize.
'
until she has riven Lvdia E. Pinkham's;
Joe Matt, best display of silven
Vegetable Compound, made exclusiTe-- l
ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial, j lead and ore.
J.ms lauiuus juciuciue ui women
Joe Matt, best display of iron ore.
has for thirty years proved to be the
'
Shorts
most Taiuaoie tonic ana renewer or
the female organism. Women residHarry W. Kelly, open class collie
ing in almost every city and town in dogs, first prize; John Reed, second.
the United States bear willing testi
H. E. White, open class bitch colmony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
'
la. .FinKhanrs vegetable uompouna. lies, first prize.
creates
radi
It cures female ills, and
W. E. Vigus, collie under one year,
ant, buoyant female health. If you first
'
prize.
are ill, for your own sake as well as
N. M. Northup, collie under
nx
tnose you love, give it a triai.
x
Mrs. Pinkbam at Lynn, Mass. months, first prize.
,'
Invites all sick women to write R. W. Smith and Ben Coles,
sport'
herfor advice. Her advice Is free,
i
ing class dogs, tied for first prize.
and always helpful.
The exhibition run and contest bedat I hasn't gives de matter s'fffiqent tween the two fire departments was
cogitation, but jes' jumped up for a won by the East side company, which
answer like dis, I s'pose dey done made the run of three blocks and hose
dat so as to have de depot as sear
as possible to de railroad."
Vegas.

By Lydia Pinkham's
Yegetable Compound

it

d

Cream Balm
Ely's
Sure to Give Satisfaction.
'

CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and SmelL
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the Mstrila and absorbed.
Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists pr by
mail. Liquid Cream Balm for nse in
atomizers, 75 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St.. New York.

It cleanses,

v

,

.

B

J

seconds.
connections in thirty-eigh- t
The West side made two runs oa
Tenth street but failed to make con
nection with the water plug either
f
'
time..
A. G. Aldrich, 100 yard race for
National guardsmen, first prize,.
W. K. Jones pony race, flrsc prize.
Juan Ungarlno, second pony race,
first prize.
J. W. Telsfor, keg rolling race first
prize.
Roy Laubach, bicycle race, first
prize.
Miss Kitty Selover and Ed Hasty
best barn dancers at Rosenthal hall,
first prize; Mrs. Ed. O'Erien and
Johnny Burks, second.
-

If there
Optic can
thing you
sell it for

Is anything you want, The
get it for you. If lt'a somedon't want, The Optic can
yon.

DUnCMJ OPERA HOUSE
October fO, fO and 20th.

'
Wrong Estimate of Success.
Dr. Eliot, lately president of Harv-

ard university, said recently at
ception in New York:' "My careejr appears to strike a considerable number
of people as a successful one. Pople
congratulate me on what they casl my
success. But my career has certainly
not been (Successful in what Is considered to be the American idea o? suc
cess In a pecuniary way. It is a success in terms of service service to
the community. .. Now, does not this
refute ihe common opinion that the
American estimate of success is a pe
cuniary one?" Dr. Eliot then related
an incident in one of his travels by
boat when the vessel's officers came to
him and said: "We officers want to
ask you a question. We know you are
a smart man. We want to know why,
being a smart man, you are not rich?"
Dr. Eliot did not repeat his reply, but
concluded his remarks on the subject
by saying: "The real American estimate of success in the world is
and not wealth."
t re-

Tlie Great JlcEWES'S Record
Berlin,

Swearing to Validity of an Excuse.
Kissing the book seems to be on the
point of being consigned to
oblivion, and England might
easily take pattern by the form of
oath that obtains In the Channel islands. The 12 rectors are
members of the States of Jersey, and
in common with other constituent elements of the same body they may frequently be seen with the uplifted hand
swearing to the validity of the excuse
that another member Is absent
through illness. The custom has been
handed down from a Norman ancestry
calls at the barracks in search of his that ever recognized the sacred finalsweetheart and is compelled to enlist. ity of putting a man on hife oath, and
When Rosette tells the lieutenant emphasizes most strikingly the parvalues of the right hand and of
that she is Meline's son, the officer allel
a man's
word. "Ijolngdestre"
sends for the father who, upon arrival is still aplighted surname.j-The
GuarJersey
at the barracks, is arrested as a spy. dian,
j
r
The musical numbers are excellent.
Among them are "Verily.Merrlly,"
lovejne
The city beautiful
should
"Ladies, Beware," "Le Coeur de Ninon," "Every Hour Brings its Flower," appeal to every householder in this
A very little' work and
"Sweetheart," and the dashing male community.
very little expense on the part of each
"The
chorus,
Army Corps."
citizen would work wonders In the improvement of the city a6d everybody
A Laugh for Everyone
would share the benefits.4-Birm!nghaf
I
There is no performance so funny News.
as a
clean hypnotic
and Ugly 'Men Exempt
entertainment, and no performer beA notice has been issued by the
fore the public so capable of giving
Fren2h army authorities stating that
such a performance as the Great
In future
men will be conthe famous Scottish entertainer. sidered unfit for
service, as
military
His years of experience, his wonder- well us those who are so,
ugly that
ful natural gifts, and years of study their ugliness may be a cause of teralong the lines of psychology enable ror to those who see them. Stutterhim to present a hypnotic program ers will also be exempt.
unequaled for scientific Interest and
wholesale amusement.
Vegetables Neglected.
Broccoli and cauliflowers came from
While hypnotism will " constitute
the major portion of McEwen's enter- Cyprus in the seventeenth century,
and the potato, brought to England by
tainment, there will be a varied pro- Sir Walter
Raleigh about 1584, was
gram that will appeal to all.
The not in general use until 1663, when the
Great McEwen is recognized as the royal society directed attention to it
world's master magician, and his act and recommended M cultivation.
of magic, novel and mystifying, will
be a decided feature each evening. A
Youngest
John C. Breckenrlrfge was the younglarge and elaborate magical equipthe country lever
ment is carried for this work, Mr. est
McEwen having spent the summer In had. He was elected on the ticket
with Buchanan when he was 38. He
the largest cities of Europe and had been
member of conelected
America searching for novelties.
gress at 30. Sunday Magazine.
With a complete scenic equipment
the Great McEweri Company will apIt's as difficult t get some men to
pear at the Duncan for three nights, talk as it is to g?t .the average wo
the 18th, 19th and 20th.
man to quit.

months

Toronto, 4 months
New Orleans, 2 m'o.

Minneapolis, 6 weeks

Everybody Knows

THERE'S IS SOME CLASS TO THIS
A Real Airship One that flies.
The Game of Pushball, on horseback.
High Class Harness and Running Races.
The Nat. .Reiss Southern Carnival Co.
Two Troops of U. S. Cavalry.
'
Base Ball Tournament.
Marathon Race.

d

-

Relay Foot Race.

Trades Parade.
Twenty Conventions.

,

Montezuma Ball.
The

,

2:12 Pacei

"Bull Durham" Stake $1000 given by
Blackweiri Durham Tobacco'Co.

.

YOU

WILL MISS IT,. IF YOU MISS IT.

The 29thi Annual New Mexico Fair

m

,

Bald-Heade- d

and
Resources Exposition
.

Albuquerque Oct.

Mc-Ewe-

bald-heade- d

--

Paris, 3 months
Melbourn, 3 months
Montreal, 4 months"
San Francisco, 2 mo.
Winnipeg, 10 weeks
Salt Lake, 5 weeks
St. Paul, 6 weeks

And many otber records just as good, too numerous to mention.

'

"Old man, why In the, name of heaven did they put this depot so far
from town?"
The darkey scratched his head in
s
thought, and replied:
to
fo'ced
admit
"Waal, boss, I'se

3

London, 3 months
New York, 2 months

AT THE THEATRE

COUN-

CIL NO. 804,

1

The

explaining
captain
mail, express and passenger Una 4 would' be done In case of accident.
The auto 4
is now In' operation.
a
And should the . ship strike

When a woman weeps she won
I. O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. ders why there isn't a second deluge.
4, meets every Monday evening at
The
of Success
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
at- lies In a
keen, clear brain, backed by
tng brethren cordially Invited to
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E. indomitable will and resist'ess energy.
Comstock', V. G.; R, O. Williams, Such power comes from the splendid
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; health that Dr. King's New Life Pills
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
impart. They vitalize every organ
and build up brain and body. J A.
NO. Harmon, Lizeraore, W. Va., writes
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
every Friday night at "They are the best pills I ever used."
) 102, meets
the Schmidt hullding, 25c at all druggists.

"S,

A young Scottish recruit had been
placed on guard for the night outside
of the colonel's tent. In the morning
the colonel stuck his neaa out.
"Who are ,you?" he demanded,
sternly.
The young man turned and affably
replied: "Fine. Hoo's yerself'" Ev

- erybody's1 Magazine.
Rosa auto f

Vegas-Sant- a

.

ATA

LIST

W. G'.

11-- 16

JOHN B. McMANUS,

TIGHT,
President.

--

Secretary.

New Mexico Normal University
The only Institution

by

In

New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized

the California State Board of Education.
"It hat more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar

Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
,
Education, Boston.
Academlo course, Elementary Normal course. Full Normal course,.
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course,. Music, Art
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Cur-- graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
Next Term .Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
for Further Information Address

Dr j B, S.' GOWEN President

East Las Vegas, N. M.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY CiTIC,

just received, tomorrow only.
:
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WEATHER REPORT
"
October 10, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 69; mini
' '
mum, 28; range, 41. 12
a.
6
m. ,31; 6
m., 49;
Humidity
p. m., 49; mean, 43.
Forecast partly cloudy tbnfghtand
Tuesday; frost tonight?,,!.- - north and
central portions.
j
,

.

'
We are pleaseid to announce that our line
for the coming Season will be

The Finest The Store Has Ever Shown
And that it will include certain kinds of desirable articles which we have not heretofore
carried in the Premium Stock.

which he paid with a smile and
ried on his way.

0

ft3
5

;

Miss Irene F. Taylor has resigned

her position as high school teacher 88
hereon account of, ill health, Mrs. fiP'
James S. Duncan, jr., succeeding tem- 85
,
porarily to the position.

noon.

Get the best at Nolette's

Corset Covers
Fancy Towels
Table Centers
,; vIoylies
;;
V
:
Dresser Scarfs

SO

operation for blood
poisoning resulting from an affection
LOCAL NEWS
of a hand, was successfully perform
There will be a meeting of1 fhe city ed on Sister Wencenlaus at St. An
thony's sanitarium yesterday
after
school board this evening.
v

barber

IN

Handkercheifs:i

88;

A surgical

IKE DAVIS

I

gg

hur-

LINE OF

Linens
Stamped
GOD

& ia

Bridge Street

-

t

,

Ludwig Wiri. Ilfeld,

which we give with all cash and weekly payment purchases for the purpose pf accumulating a fund to be I exchanged for the splendid
variety of goods Suitable for holiday gift purp.

n
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..www...
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Premium Tickets
,jJ

A NEW

Any Heater in the house including carload

About Jtbis time of the year very jnany iof our
"
customers begin to Save the? ' "m

,

11, 1909

Carnival of Prices

Looking
Towards Christmas

oses.-?

MONDAY, OCTOBER

ij

AND A FULL LINE OF
J.

txiniy

j,

mow XUO

Pillow Ruffling and Cords
go

T,he social meeting of the Ladies
League will be held at the residence
Latest styles in fall and winter mil of Mrs. J. L. Tooker, 909 Columbia
linery. Reasonable prices. 509 Sixth avenue, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. All the ladies of the church
'
street.
are invited.
Two weddings of note are scheduled
Beginning October Cth 1 will teach
to take place yet this month.:
ladles to do their own dressmaking
and tailoring, as taught by tbe Keist"Order your cream from T.
er's Ladies' Tailoring College of St.
Turner.
Louis. For particulars
call at 925
The association football game Satur Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
day afternoon stood: Normal 2; high
There will be a special communica-school 0.
tion of Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. &
A. M. this evening at 7:30 o'clock for
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer the purpose of conferring the third
degree upon a popular minister and
Building. E. D. Burks.
prominent business man of this city.
Home dressed mutton and spring All members are urged and visiting
lamb. All kinds of sausage at Pete Masons cordially invited to be present.
Roth's. 621 Douglas.
Notices were received here today of
The ladles' aid society of the Meth the postponement indefinitely of the
odist church will meet tomorrow after- marriage of Boaz W. .Long, of this
noon at 2:30 with Mrs. R. A. Morley, city, to Miss Winifred
Pollock,
daughter of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Otis
10?3 Seventh street.
Wheeler Pollock, on account of serious
'he Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's Illness in the family of the bride.
Memorial church will meet tomorrow The date set for the wedding was Ocafternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. tober 19 at the Pollock home in San
Francisco.
Laughlin, at the rectory.

oee our new line ot Jatn Robes for Ladies

5!

shop.

Use Ovir
I

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

L as Vegas HoHer Mill!
Phone

131.

El Porvenir opened for winter un
Everything
sessor, has been ill at his home, on der new management.
the West side, for several days, but up to date now. Special dinnara every
Sunday, Stage leaves Romero Mercan
is reported much better today.
tile Co.'s Tuesday, Thursday and Sat'
Re
urday mornings at 8 o'clock:
All persons having accounts against
turning same days, leu.ris El Porvenir
the Las Vegas fair may leave them at 2 p. m.
,
with H. O. Brown, who will present
them to the auditing committee. All
WARNING
those entitled to premiums can obtain
Last notice. Positively no hunting,
them by calling on Erb & Westerman. fishing or trespassing will be allowed
on the lakes of this company.
Frank Williams pleaded guilty to
PLACITA RANCH COMPANY.
the charge of drunkenness before Jus
tice of the Peace D. R. Murray this
morning and was fined five dollars,
i
Manuel

Zl

YOUR SELECTION

L

OF A GOOD BANK
IIs important, not only for the present, but
also'for the years to come.
lThej"ight Bank connection will he a material
)

help'toJyour!"every day business.
iThisJ Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or'
ganization.

s

I

Karto

The First National Bank
OF

tA 8 VEGAS,

Syrup,

NEW MEXICO.

CAPlTAland SURPLUS $130,000.00.
t

JEFFERSON KAYNOLDS. President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS,

Cashier.

Com

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

Here's the Syrup for Griddle
Cakes.

Pure, Wholesome, Delicious.

MONEY SAiVEip

i.

Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Ou Domestic Coal,

Free from Slate or Slack

D,
Phone

w. CONDON

BEST

ii.ixr-xjjiLju,-

Bridge Street.

ix

Ctet Our Prices before buying.

LARC E

BLUE PLUMS

BAKERY

$1.00
This will be our last shipment

at

J01A.PAPEN
GROCER AND BUTCHER,

Boucher's

Phone 144 and 145

Grocers, Butchera and Edjzsra

ns

"THE COFFEE MAN"

For Sale
v

unfurnished.

and

.

Real Estate Co.
609

Douglas Ave.

E. Las Vegas, N.

M.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

to-yo-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
Straight Guggenheim ry
over the bar at the Antlers.

The best draft beer In the city.
The Lobby, of course.

'

At- -

Pabst's draught beer on tap only
at Opera bar.

It is here that you

-

wilfl

find the choice selections
in Boys' Suits and Over
coats. No cheap goods

but merchandise of qual
ity madeby such mam

facturers as Ederheimep
Stern & Co. and other

LAUNDRY

New Crop

Per Dozen
as
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

served

CLOTHING
HOUSE

STEARNS,

75 c

'

THE
BOSTON

Prompt Service
Cecn be had ONLY by

Home Grown Carnations

Fresh Mince Pie.

P. S.

of Goods

LAS VEGAS STEAM

i

Bread

patronizing

Grocer.

GOODIES

Cakes, Pies, Cookies,

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Best

c

25 Pounds for

ASK FOR

KITS 41 Town.

Kansas City and llativo Deef
Home Dressed Spring Chick-teand Hens
Alt Kinds of Sausages
j

Washing

Phone Main 85

Home-Mad-

Houses for rent furnished

Careful Handling

1. H.
.

Sanitary

S3

PHONE MAJX 107

Some very desirable City prop
erty improved and unimproved.

than any other Sweet.
You can eat more Cakes
and like! them better.

Spring Lamb
Fancy Native mutton

Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents. Children 5 cents.

Ironing

KARO CORN SYRUP

Tie

MOTION PICTURES

You can eat more Karo

Foot Main St

Main 21

S

v.

H. O. DROWN TRAD IJUG CO.,
DEALERS IN
ALFALFA. HAY ahd GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
i uiuviiuo
ana vvauoks.

as

A. Sanchez,

'

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

;

SIXTH STREET

CRYSTAL THEATER

'

""

Jake Graaf,

,

ride Flour

28

reliable firms. With U3.
the mention of quality
does jQot mean high
pri---ces-

tJtZ

Irri mi

YTRAGOOn.
l.Uiiiiiiiuii wmmmmmm

mm.

,

..

."

:

Our Boys department
including Unerwear,
Hats, and Shoes, offers
the best values for the
least money. And the

styles are correct

IP
"

J

v

1

i

